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ABSTRACf
A Monte Carlo Simulation of Coulomb Collisions and
Wave-Particle Interactions in Space Plasma
at High Lati tudes
by
Imad A. Barghouthi, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State University, 1994
Major Professor : Dr. Abdallah R. Barakat
Department : Physics
Four studies were considered to simulate the ion behavior in the auroral region and
the polar wind.
In study I, a Monte Carlo simulation was used to investigate the behavior of o +
ions that are E x B-drifting through a background of neutral 0, with the effect of
o+(Coulomb) self-collisions included_ Wide ranges of the ion-to-neutral density ratio
n; I n. and electrostatic field E were considered in order to investigate the change of ion

behavior with respect to the solar cycle and altitude. For low altitudes and/or solar
minimum ( n; I n. :<;; w-s ), the effe.ct of self-collisions is negligible. For higher values of

n; In. , the effect of self-<:ollisions becomes significant and, hence, the non-Maxwellian
features of the o+ distributions are reduced.
In study II, the steady-state flow of the polar wind protons through a background
of o+ ions was studied. Special attention was gi ven to using an accurate collision model.
The Fokker-Planck expression was used to represent H+-o+ Coulomb collision s. The

X

transition layer betwee n th e collision-dominated and the co ll ision less regions pl ays a
pivota l role in the behavior of the H+ flow. In the tran siti on region, the shape of H+
di stribution changes in a complicated manner from Maxwellian to "kidney bean". The
flow al so changes from subsonic to supersonic within the transition region. The heat
fluxes of parallel and perpendicular energies change rapidly from their maximum
(positive) to their minimum (negative) values within the same transition region.
In study III, a Monte Carlo simulation was developed in order to study the effect

of the wave-particle interactions (WPI) on o+ and H+ ions outflow in the polar wind.
The simulation also considered the other mechanisms included in the classical polar wind
studies such as gravity, polarization electrostatic field, and divergence of geomagnetic
field lines. Also, an altitude dependent wave spectral density was adopted. The main
conclusions are (I) the o+ velocity distribution develops conic features at high altitudes;
(2) the o+ ions are preferentiaiiy energized; (3) the escape flux of o+ increased by a factor
of 40, while the escape flux of H+ remained constant; (4) including the effect of a fmite
ion Larmor radius produced toroidal features for o+ and H+ distributions at higher
altitudes.
In study IV, a comparison between the effect of WPI on H+ and o+ ion outflow

in the polar wind and in the auroral regions was studied. It was concluded that: (I) o+ is
preferentially energizCd in both regions; (2) both ions (H+ and o+) are more energetic in
the auroral region at most altitudes; (3) in the auroral region, the ion conics formed at
lower altitudes, at 1.6 R, foro+ and 2.5 R, for H+, while in the polar wind H+ did not
form conics and o+ formed conics at high altitudes; (4) the effects of body forces are
more important in the polar wind than in the auroral region, and foro+ than H+.
(160 pages)

CHAPTER!
INTRODUCTION
The Monte Carlo technique is used to approximate the solution of a physical
problem by using random sampling. I implemented it in this dissertation to study the
effects of ion-self (Coulomb) collisions on the auroral ion velocity distribution in the high
latitude F-region. This technique also is used to investigate the effects of wave-particle
interactions and Coulomb collisions on the ion outflow at high latitudes. Here, I review
the current understanding of the physical mechanisms and tools I used in this dissertaion.
I describe the Boltzmann equation and the mathematical approachs that have been used

over the years to solve that equation in section 1. In section 2, I review the classical polar
wind. A short description of the experimental data is provided in section 3. Dissertation
outline is presented in section 4.
1. FORMULATIONS
In dealing with gas mixtures it is convenient to describe each species in the mixture

by a separate velocity distribution function, f.(r, v 5 ,1) . The velocity distribution function
is defined such that

f 5 (r, v5 ,t)drdvs

represents the number of particles of species s

which at time t have velocities between v s and v s + dv s and positions between r and

r + dr . Alternatively, fs can be viewed as a probability density function in the r, vs
phase space. The evolution in time of the species velocity distribution function is
determined by the net effect of collisions and the flow in phase space of particles under the
influence of external forces. The mathematical description of this evolution is given by the
well-known Boltzmann equation

0
dfs +v ,. Vf 5 +(f!J_ )[E+v 5 xB/c].Vv f s = ( f 5
Jr
ms
'
Of

)

(!)

2
where es and ms are the charge and mass of species s , E is the electric fie ld, B is the
magnetic field, c is the speed of light, ()I Jt is the time derivative, V is the coordinate
space gradient, and V vs is the velocity space gradient
The quantity Ofsf& in Boltzmann's equation represents the rate of change of fs
in a given region of phase space as a result of collisions. For collisions governed by
inverse power potentials and for resonant charge exchange collisions, the appropriate
expression for ofsf& is the Boltzmann collision integral which is given by

~s = I,J dv,dD.g81 as,(gst,e)[f;J:- !sf,]

0

ut

(2)

1

where dv 1 is the velocity-space volume element of species t , g81 is the relative velocity
of the colliding particles s and t , a 81 (gs 1 , 6) is the differential scattering cross section,

e

is the scattering angle, dQ is the element of solid angle in the s particle reference frame,
and the primes denote quantities evaluated after a collision.
Although it would be nice to know the individual velocity distribution functions of
the different species, the mathematical difficulties associated with obtaining closed-form
solutions to Boltzmann's equation preclude this approach for most flow situations.
A variety of plasma flows can be found throughout the solar terrestrial system,

including gentle near-equilibrium flows , such as those that occur on full plasmaspheric
flux tubes, as well as highly nonequilibrium supersonic flows like the polar and solar
winds. Because the plasma flow conditions can vary markedly within a given region or
from one region to another, several different mathematical approaches have been used
over the years. These include hydromagnetic, hydrodynamic, generalized transport,
kinetic, semi-kinetic formulations, Monte Carlo, and hybrid particle-in-cell (PIC) models
[cf. Oraevskii et at., 1968; Holzer eta/., 1971; Lemaire and Scherer, 1973; Schunk, 1977;
Demars and Schunk, 1987; Ganguli and Palmadesso, 1987; Barakat and Lemaire, 1990:
Wilson eta/., 1990].
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When applied to different macroscopic plasma flows, all of the mathematical
techniques have both strengths and limitations. For example, the transport equations are
particularly useful for macroscopic problems because they are relatively easy to solve and
because collisions and chemical reactions can be easily included. They are limited,
however, in that they correspond to a truncated set of moment equations and the truncation
procedure can affect the solution. The kinetic and semi-kinetic models are particularly
suited to collisionless, steady-state plasma flows. They have an advantage in that the full
hierarchy of moment equations is implicit in the solution and multiple particle populations
can be readily included. Some of their limitations are that they are difficult to apply to
time-dependent, multi-dimensional or collisional flows, and an aritificial discontinuity can
occur at the boundary. Monte Carlo and PIC techniques have the advantage that the
motion of individual particles can be followed and, hence, a lot of the important physics
can be included self-consistently. Monte Carlo techniques are particularly useful for
collision-dominated gases, and with the PIC approach, self-consistent electric fields can
be taken into account. Some disadvantages are that both techniques are computationally
demanding and, therefore, they cannot be easily extended to multi-dimensional situations.
Also, for the Monte Carlo method, it is difficult to get an accuracy of better than 1% on the
particle distribution function, and the uncertainties increase as higher-order moments (heat
flow , stress, etc.) are obtained.

Likewise, when PIC techniques are applied to

macroscopic flows, "macroparticles" are used and this introduces numerical noise, which
can affect the resulting physics. Clearly, a better understanding of the limitations
associated with the various mathematical approaches will lead to an improved
interpretation of the model results. In the next three paragraphs, the different approaches
are discussed in more detail, with Monte Carlo simulation emphasised.
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1.2. Transport Equations
The generalized transport equations are obtained by taking velocity moments of the
Boltzmann equation. Specifically, the Boltzmann equation is multiplied by a set of
velocity functions and then integrated over velocity space. The result is a hierarchy of
coupled partial differential equations which describe the spatial-temporal variation of the
velocity moments. To close the system of equations, a specific form for the particle
velocity distribution function must be adopted. The general approach is to expand the
distribution function in a complete, orthogonal series about a weight factor (zeroth-order
distribution function). If a Maxwellian is taken as the zeroth-order distribution [Grad,
1949], the truncation of the series at various levels leads to the well-known 5-moment,
13-moment, and 20-moment approximations. At the 13-moment level of approximation,
stress and heat flow are put on an equal footing with the lower-order moments (density,
drift velocity, temperature), and, hence, this level of approximation is very useful.
However, for highly anisotropic space plasmas, it is more appropriate to expand the
distribution function about zeroth-order bi-Maxwellian distribution function [cf. Oraevskii
eta/., 1968; Baraknt and Schunk, 1982a, b]. When the series is truncated at the 16moment level, there are separate transport equations to describe the density, drift velocity,
parallel and perpendicular (to B) temperatures, and the flow of parallel and perpendicular
thermal energies (heat flows).

1.2. Kinetic Models
With the kinetic approach, the Boltzmann equation is directly solved to give the
spatial-temporal variation of the particle distribution function in terms of a known
(typically assumed) distribution function at the boundary [Lemaire and Scherer, 1973].
Although the full hierarchy of moment equations is implicit in a kinetic solution, the result
is sensitive to the assumptions made about the particle dynamics and populations.
Nevertheless, this approach is extremely powerful for certain collisionless space plasma

5

applications. Also, if one of the species (either the electrons or the ions) can be described
by fluid equations (semi-kinetic model), the approach is even more useful.

1.3. Monte Carlo Techniques

Monte Carlo (MC) techniques have the advantage that one follows the motion of
the individual particles and, hence, a lot of the important physics can be included selfconsistently. The standard procedure of the Monte Carlo simulation is to follow the
motion of one ion for a large number of collisions, and to continually monitore its
velocity. Then, various kinds of time averages for the ion are computed, which can be
equated to the corresponding ensemble averages of the system. In practice, the ion motion
is simulated as follows. The time interval between every two successive collisions is
found via a proper random number generator. The ion trajectories during these intervals
are determined by the classical laws of motion of a charge particle under the influence of
electric and magnetic fields. Changes of ion velocity due to collisions are determined
using another set of random numbers having the statistical properties determined
according to the chosen collision model. Then, a suitable grid in velocity space is used to
register the ion's behavior. The time that an ion spends in each bin, divided by the bin's
volume, is taken to be proportional to the ion velocity distribution function at its center.
Moreover, the individual segments of the trajectory can be directly used to find different
velocity moments. The general aspects of this technique are discussed in more detail by
Lin and Bardsley [1977], while some fine details, which depend on the specific collision

model, are discussed in the appropriate chapters.
Recently, the Monte Carlo simulation was shown to be a very powerful technique
in solving Boltzmann's equation by particle simulation [Barakat and Lemaire, 1990]. Its
simple concept, straightforward algorithm, and its adaptability to include new features
(such as electrostatic field , magnetic field, and different collision models) make it a useful
tool in physics, and a powerful test of results obtained with other mathemati cal method s.
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The early attempts were largely limited by co mputational faciliti es. But as computer
technology has improved in the succeeding years, more computing power became
available at lower expense, and the Monte Carlo particle simulation has become a more
viable alternative to address physical and engineering problems.
The Monte Carlo technique has been used in space physics by several authors,
such as Barakat and Schunk [1982b, 1983], Barakat and Lemaire [1990] , Wilson et al.,
[1990], Barakat and Hubert [1991] , and Winkler eta/., [1992] . This technique is the
basis of the models that were developed and applied in this dissertation.
2. POLAR WIND

In the early 1960's, it was recognized that the interaction of the solar wind with the
earth's dipole magnetic field acts to significantly modify the magnetic field configuration
in the vast region close to the earth [Axford and Hines, 1961; Dungey, 1961]. The
dynamo action associated with the flow of solar wind plasma across magnetic field lines
generates an intense current system which acts to compress the earth's magnetic field on
the sunward side and stretch it into a long comet-like tail on the anti-sunward. The
magnetic field lines which form the tail originate in the earth's polar regions, and since the
pressure in the ionosphere is much greater than that in the distant tail, it was suggested that
a continual escape of thermal plasma (H+ and He+) should occur along these open field
lines [Dessler and Michel, 1966] . Nishida [1966] also proposed an escape of thermal
plasma in combination with horizontal plasma convection to explain the experimental
discovery of the plasmapause by whistler measurements.
These early suggestions of light ion outflow were based on the well-known theory
of thermal evaporation, which had been successfully applied to the escape of neutral gases
from planetary atmospheres. Via thermal evaporation, the light ions would escape the
topside ionosphere (figure I. I) with velocities close to their thennal velociti es and then
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Polar Wind

Figure I.l

Schematic diagram showing the different regions of the high latitude

ionosphere. The classical polar wind occurs in the polar cap region.

8
flow along magnetic field lines to the magnetospheric tail. However, it was subsequently
argued that the outflow should be supersonic and it was termed the polar wind in analogy
to the solar wind [A.iford, 1968]. A hydrodynamic model was then used that emphasized
the supersonic nature of the flow, thereby elucidating its basic characteristics [Banks and
Holzer, 1969; Marubashi, 1970].

It is now well known that the classical polar wind is an ambi-polar outlfow of
thermal plasma from the high-latitude ionosphere and that it undergoes four major
transitions, including a transition from chemical to diffusion dominance, a transition from
subsonic to supersonic flows, a transition from collision dominated to collisionless
regimes, and a transition from a heavy to a light ion dominance.

Also, recent

measurements have indicated that the polar wind contains suprathermal components of
both light and heavy ions [Lockwood eta/., 1985; Yau eta/., 1985; Moore eta/., 1986].
Because of the complicated nature of the flow, numerous mathematical models have been
constructed over the years, including hydrodynamic [Banks and Holzer, 1969; Raitt eta/.,
1975], hydromagnetic [Holzer et a/., 1971], generalized transport [Schunk and Watkins,
1981 , 1982], kinetic [Lemaire and Scherer, 1973], and semi-kinetic [Barakat and Schunk,
1983, 1984].

These models have been used primarily to study the steady-state

characteristics of the flow, with emphasis on elucidating physical processes.
3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In Chapters IV and V, I used the observed wave spectra of the electromagnetic
turbulenc as an input to my polar wind models. The principal source of these measured
waves needed for the proposed studies is the data collected by the Plasma Wave
Instrument (PWI) on the Dynamics Explorer I (DE 1) spacecraft. In particular, the low
frequency range of the wave spectrum (

~ion

cyclotron frequency) measured above the

high latitude region is the most relevant to our study since it is expected to interact with the

9

Figure !.2. The DE l orbit as it appeared shortly after launch. The spacecraft spin axis is
perpendicular to the orbital plane. The argument of perigee advances at a rate of 1080 per
year, thereby providing excellent coverage of the polar cap, the auroral field lines, and the
equatorial region at radial distances extending out to 4.65 Re [Gunzett eta/., 1988].
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ions more efficiently. The DE I was launched on August 2, 1983, into a highly elliptical
polar orbit with a perigee and apogee altitudes of 1.09 Re and 4.65 Re, respectively. Its
irtitial orbit is shown schematically in figure 1.2, and the orbit rotates such that it provides
a complete coverage in about three years.
The PWI is designed to measure the electric and magnetic field over a wide range
of frequencies (1 Hz to 400 kHz). It includes five antennas, a 200-m electric dipole
perpendicular to the spin axis, a 9-m electric dipole parallel to the spin axis, a 0.6-m short
electric antenna, and two magnetic antenna to provide the data for the magnetic field. A
cross correlation between any selected pair of antennas is provided depending on the mode
of operation. The correlation data provide additional information about the polarization of
the wave and whether it is electrostatic or electromagnetic. A more detailed description of
the instrument and the obtained data is given elsewhere [Shawhan eta/., 1981; Gurnett

and !nan, 1988] and a comperhensive discussion of the low frequency range, which is
relevant to this study, is given in [Gurnett eta/., 1984].
4. GENERAL OUTLINE
This dissertation consists of six chapters. In Chapter II, I studied the effect of o+-

o+ self-(Coulomb) collisions on the non-Maxwellian o+ velocity distribution function .
Non-Maxwellian ion velocity distribution functions have been predicted theoretically and
confmned by observations to occur at high latitudes [Barakat et al., 1983; Barakat and

Hubert, 1990; Hubert and Barakat, 1990; Winkler eta/., 1992]. The deviations of these
distributions from Maxwellian are due to the interplay between the E x B - drift and ionneutral collisions. In particular, the

o+ ion

velocity distribution has a toroidal shape,

especially for high electrostatic field values (E

~

100 mV/m). At high latitudes and/or

solar maximum conditions, the ion-to-neutral density ratio increases, and consequently,
self-collisions play a significant role compared to ion-neutral collisions. I used a Monte
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Carlo simulation to investi gate the effect of ion-ion (Coulomb) colli sions on the ion
veloc ity distribution functi on and its moments (parallel temperature, perpendic ular
temperature, etc). A wide range of ion-to-neutral density ratios and electrostatic field
intensities (E) were considered. This enabled us to understand the change in ion behavior
with solar cycle and with altitude.
In Chapter ill, I studied the effect of H+-o+ Coulomb collisions on the hydrogen
ion outflow in the polar wind. With regard to the behavior of the ions, there are two
different regions: 1) the collision-dominated region (ion-barosphere); and 2) the
collisionless region (ion-exosphere). I developed a Monte Carlo code to study the outflow
of H+ ions with emphasis on the transition layer between the collisionless and the
collision-dominated regions. I calculated the H+ velocity distribution function and its
moments (drift velocity, parallel temperature, perpendicular temperature, parallel heat
flow, and perpendicular heat flow) at different altitudes. Also, I investigated the effect of
the polarization electric field and of inter-particle collision models (Maxwell molecule and
Coulomb).
In Chapter IV, I studied the effect of wave-particle interactions on the ion outflow
of the polar wind plasma at high latitudes. The escape of ionospheric ions at high latitude
is an important element in the ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling. Most of the
previously developed models [Barakat and Schunk, 1983; Demars and Schunk, 1989;

Barakat and Lemaire, 1990] did not properly account for the wave-particle interactions
(WPI). Both theory and measurements indicated that the WPI play a significant role in the

dynamics of ion outflow along open geomagnetic field lines. I used the low frequency
wave data measured by the Plasma Wave Instrument (PWI) aboard the Dynamics Explorer
I (DE I) satellite and a Monte Carlo simulation to include the effects of the WPI in
addition to the other mechanisms included in the "classical" polar wind (i.e., gravity,
polarizati on electrostatic field, and divergence of geomagnetic field lines). In thi s chapter,
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I investi gated the effects of WPI in the polar wind region on the followin g: (1) the ion
distribution function and the profiles of its moments (density, drift velocity, and
temperatures), (2) the magnitude and composition of the ion escape fluxes, and (3) the
preferential heating of the heavy ions.
In Chapter V, I used a Monte Carlo simulation to study the effect of wave-particle
interaction (WPI) on ion outflow at high latitudes (the auroral region and the polar cap).
As the ions drift upward along the geomagnetic field lines, they interact with the
electromagnetic turbulence and consequently get heated in the direction perpendicular to
the geomagnetic field. The mirror force converts some of the gained ion energy in the
perpendicular direction into parallel kinetic energy. These effects combine to form an ionconic distribution. Previous studies [Chang et al., 1986; Retterer eta/., 1987; Crew eta/.,
1990] of WPI in the auroral region neglected the body forces (i.e., gravitational and
polarization electrostatic) and the altitude-dependence of the spectral density. In contrast,
this work included the effect of body forces, and an altitude-dependent spectral density.
The ion clistribution function, the profiles of ion density, drift velocity, and parallel and
perpendicular temperatures were presented for both H+ and o+ ions. These results were
compared to the ones corresponcling to polar wind conclitions.
General conclusions and the experimental observations that supported the
theoretical preclictions of this dissertation are presented in Chapter VI.
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CHAPTERll
A MONTE CARLO SIMULATION FOR THE EFFECT OF ION SELFCOLLISIONS ON THE ION VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
FUNCTION IN THE HIGH-LATITUDE F-REGIONl
ABSTRACT
Non-Maxwellian ion velocity distribution functions have been predicted
theoretically, and confirmed by observations, to occur at high latitudes.

These

distributions deviate from Maxwellian due to the combined effect of the E x B-drift and
ion-neutral collisions. The majority of the previous literature, in which the effect of ion
self-collisions was neglected, established a clear picture for the ion distribution under a
wide range of conditions. At high altitudes and/or for solar maximum conditions, the ionto-neutral density ratio increases and, hence, the role of ion self-collisions becomes
appreciable. A Monte Carlo simulation was used to investigate the behavior of o+ ions
that are E x B-drifting through a background of neutral 0, with the effect of Q+
(Coulomb) self-collisions included. Wide ranges of the ion-to-neutral density ratio nJnn.
and the electrostatic field E were considered in order to investigate the change of ion
behavior with solar cycle and with altitude. For low altitudes and/or solar minimum (nJnn
~ I0-5), the effect of self-collisions is negligible. For higher values of nJnn. the effect of

self-collisions becomes significant and, hence, the non-Maxwellian features of the

o+

distribution are reduced, i.e., the parallel temperature T;u increases, the perpendicular
temperature Tu_ decreases, the temperature anisotropy approaches unity, and the toroidal
features of the ion distribution function becomes less pronounced. Also, as E increases,

I Coauthored by A. R. Barakat and R. W. Schunk.
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the ion-neutral collision rate increases, whil e the ion -ion collision rate decreases.
Therefore, the effect of the ion self-collisions is reduced. Finally, the Monte Carlo results
were compared to the ones that used simplified collision models in order to assess their
validity. In general, the simple collision models tend to be more accurate for low E and
for high nJnn.
1. INTRODUCTION

The presence of relatively high electrostatic fields in the high latitude F region results
in E x B ion drifts that can exceed the neutral gas thermal velocity. As a result of the
interplay between these large drifts and ion-neutral collisions, the ion velocity distribution
function shows significant non-Maxwellian features, such as a temperature anisotropy
(with T;.1. > T;u) and toroidal characteristics.
This problem was first addressed by Cole [1971] . Since this study, the large
number of scientific studies that have been conducted can be classified into three
categories: theoretical, simulation, and experimental. With regard to the first category,
Boltzmann's equation was directly solved after replacing the collision term with a BGK
expression [St.-Maurice and Schunk, 1973; Barakat and Schunk, 1982]. In these studies,
the non-Maxwellian features of the ion velocity distribution were established in a
qualitative sence, but the simple BGK collision term was found to exaggerate the nonMaxwellian features. Boltzmann's equation with more realistic (yet more complicated)
collision terms was solved by expanding the ion distribution function about a zero-order
function

!?) [Schunk and Walker, 1972; St.-Maurice and Schunk, 1976; Hubert, 1983;

1984a]. In these studies the quantitative behavior of the ion distribution function was
clearly established. However, since a small number of correction terms were used in such
expansions, the results were not valid for relatively large values of E, nor were they valid
for ions in the tail of the distribution function.
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Monte Carlo simulations were used to find the di stribution functi on for arbitrarily
large E and for realistic collision models [Barakat eta/., 1983; Winkler eta/., 1992].

Barakat and Hubert [1990) used a Monte Carlo simulation to show that for large values of

E the Q+ distribution function/; displays features that are difficult to model analytically,
and that several higher-order correction terms are needed to give a satisfactory
approximation for/;.
Several observations confirmed the non-Maxwellian features of/; as theoretically
predicted. Perraut eta/. [1984], using data from an incoherent scattering radar (EISCAT),
observed an ion temperature anisotropy (Tilfl'ill) as high as 1.5. The EISCAT data were
also used to study the toroidal features of/; [Winser eta/., 1986; Lockwood eta/., 1987].
The toroidal features of/; need to be taken into consideration when studying certain
properties of the F-region, such as plasma instabilities, the incoherent scattering radar, the
IV characteristics of the retarding potential analyzer (RPA), and the F-region irregularities.

Raman eta/. [1981) and Hubert [1984b] predicted that as E increases and, hence, the
toroidal characteristics of/; increase, the incoherent scattering radar spectra change from
the normal double-hump shape to a triple hump, and fmally to a "baby bottle" shape.
These signatures were observed in the EISCAT data [Lockwood eta/., 1987]. The
instability of the non-Maxwellian ion distributions [St.-Maurice and Schunk, 1979], and
the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of the RPA [St.-Maurice eta/., 1976] were
investigated under conditions of non-Maxwellian/;. Barakat eta/. [1990) used a Monte
Carlo simulation to fmd/;, from which the shape of the incoherent radar spectrum was
directly derived. They showed that the shape of the spectrum is very sensitive to the
details of the distribution function.
Recently, Hubert eta/. [1993] deduced that at a certain angle to the geomagnetic field
B, the 1- D line-of-sight distribution displays a Maxwellian shape. They suggested a
scenario to use the radar measurements along that direction to find the plasma parameters.
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An accurate and efficient method to interpret the incoherent radar spectrum scattered from a
non-Maxwelli an!; was suggested by Elssamadisy eta/. [1992]. This method, which was
based on the "neural network" approach, was tested successfully on a large set of
synthetic data.
In all the stuclies mentioned above the effect of ion self-collisions was neglected,
which is valid in the lower F-region and for high electric fields [cf. Schunk eta/., 1975].
As shown in Figure ll. l, the ion-to-neutral density ratio increases rapidly with altitude.
Therefore, at high altitudes, ion self-collisions play a significant role in decicling the shape
of/; and should be included in the simulation. The role of ion self-collisions becomes
even more significant for solar maximum conclitions where n; is enhanced. Therefore, ion
self-collisions can have an indirect influence on the measurements, such as the shape of
the scattered wave spectJum of an incoherent scattering radar, and the I- V curve of a
retarding potential analyzer.

Tereshchenko eta/. [1991] stuclied the effect of o+ self-collisions on the ion velocity
distribution function and on the corresponding incoherent scatter radar spectrum.
However, in order to get a closed form analytical solution for Boltzmann's equation, they
adopted several simplifying assumptions, such as: a simple (BGK) collision term, and
ion-ion and ionneutral collision frequencies that were velocity independent and based on
Maxwellian clistributions. Kinzelin and Hubert [1992] improved on this model by using a
moclified BGK collision term with the collision frequencies computed self-consistently
with the adopted phenomenological ion clistribution function.

As a result of this

modification, the ratio of the ion-ion and ion-neutral collision frequencies (Vu/V;n) was
corrected by a factor of up to 50%.

Barghouthi eta/. [1991] used a Monte Carlo simulation to fmd/; for more realistic
co llision models, and this chapter is an augmented version of their AGU (American
Geophysical Union) presentation. This approach not only accurately preclicts the moments
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Fig. II. I. Typical o+ and 0 density profiles. The dotted lines indicate the altitudes at
whi ch the O+-to-0 density ratio equals lQ·5, 10-'~, and J0·3
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of/; (e.g., T;n and T;1_), but also gives additional details of/; that are very difficult to
model with analytical expressions [Winkler et a/., 1992], such as the ones used by

Tereshchenlw eta/. [1991] and by Kinzelin and Hubert [1992]. However, the additional
details are very important in studying the plasma stability and the incoherent scatter radar
spectrum.
2. Tiffi MODEL
Our objective is to calculate the auroral o+ velocity distribution function using a
Monte Carlo simulation technique. Our work is an extension of Barakat eta/. [1983],
who studied the effect of ion-neutral collisions on the o+ velocity distribution function. In
this work, we use the same model for ion-neutral collisions (polarization scattering and
resonance charge exchange) that was used by Barakat eta/. [1983], but as an extension to
that work we include ion-ion Coulomb collisions. The effect of ion-ion collisions
becomes important at high altitudes where the ion-ion collision frequency (v;;) becomes
comparable to or greater than the ion-neutral collision frequency (v; 11 ). Note that
subscripts i and n refer too+ and 0, resepctively.
In our Monte Carlo simulation, the motion of an oxygen ion is followed for a shon

period of time. At the end of each period, the effect of a binary self-Coulomb-collision is
included to determine the ion velocity after collisions [Takisuki and Abe, 1977]. After
several ion self-collisions, an ion-neutral collision occurs. By knowing the physical
situation of the problem, the scattering process can be specified as either a polarization
interaction or a resonance charge exchange interaction. For each process, the effect on the
O+ velocity is then determined. Consequently, the o+ velocity distribution can be
calculated. Note that between collisions the oxygen ion moves in a circle centered at vo
(i.e., the E x B drift). In order to calculate the ion velocity distribution fun ction , a 2-D
grid is used with velocity coordinates parallel and perpend icular to the geomagnetic field.
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The ion motion is monitored and the time spent in each bin is accumul ated. Thi s time,
clivided by the bin's size, is taken to be proportional to f; at the center of the bin. Also, the
data needed to compute Tm and Til. directly are accumulated. In calculating the
clistribution function, we assume it to be azimuthally symmetric in velocity space, since in
tbe F-region tbe ion collision frequency is much smaller than tbe ion cyclotron frequency .
In tbe following subsections, we briefly present tbe models for ion-neutral and ion-ion
collisions.
2.1. Resonance Charge Exchange (RCE)
For collisions between an ion and its parent neutral, an electron will switch from
the neutral to tbe ion, and tbis process is called a resonant charge exchange (RCE). The
probability for this process to occur is very high when tbe relative ion-neutral speed is
high . In tbis case, it is necessary to include tbe quantum mechanical behavior of the
collision process, which complicates the problem To avoid tbis complexity, Barakat eta/.
[1983] assumed a reasonable phenomenological model for tbe probability ofRCE,

p _ {0.5 forb< b. (g)
" - 0 elsewhere

(I)

where g[= lv; -vnll is tbe relative velocity, b is the impact parameter, and b0 (g) is chosen
such tbat tbe total cross-section for RCE is given by Knof eta/. [1964],

QE(g) = (JO. 995-0.95 log 10 g)2 X J0-16

(2)

where

(3)
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2.2. Polarizationlnreraction

For low ion-neutral relative speeds, o+ induces a dipole moment in the 0 neutral.
Consequently, a polarization force will affect the Q+ motion. The polarization interaction
model used here is the same model used by Barakat eta/. [1983]. In this model, the
polarization scattering is isotropic (i.e., the differential scattering cross section is
independent of the scattering angle X) and the scattering cross section a is given by

a(g.x) = 0.55(a e 2 1J.Lg 2 )M

(4)

where a is the oxygen polarizability (0.77 x 1Q--24 cm3), e is the electron charge, and J.l is
the reduced mass.

2.3 Coulomb Collisions
The main idea of this work is to study the effect of ion-ion collisions on the ion
temperature and the ion velocity distribution function. In our model, ion self-collisons
were included as a binary Coulomb collision, as suggested by Takizuka and Abe [1977].
In this case, we can randomly choose a pair of oxygen ions. As a result of a Coulomb
collision, the absolute value of the relative velocity u [= Vi!-Vi2] does not change, but its
direction does change.
In a time period L1t, an ion makes many small angle scatterings. The accumulation

of these small angle scatterings is used to compute the deflection in the relative velocity u.
The variable

o=tan (8!2) (8 is the deflection angle) is chosen randomly from a Gaussian

distribution with zero mean and variance <52> given by

< (j2 > 2n e" n). Lit

ml uJ

(5)
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where "i is the oxygen ion den sity, mi is the oxygen mass, e is the electron charge, and A.
is the Coulomb logarithm. The change in the velocity is given by

(6)

Llu
2

(7)

where the primes denote velocities after collisions. According to equations (6) and (7), the
momentum and energy for both particles are conserved and they will be conserved for all
of the particles.
3. BEHA V10R OF Q+

In this section, we present the auroral ion velocity distribution,[;, for different
density ratios [nJnn = 1(}-5, 10-4, and JQ--3], and for different electric field intensities [E =
0, 50, 100, and 150 (mV/m)]. In this work, the distribution function of the backgroundfn
(i.e., neutral 0) was taken to be Maxwellian, with the temperature equal to 1000K, and the
geomagnetic field B was assumed to be 0.5 Gauss. As we said earlier, we use the Monte
Carlo simulation to calculate the o+ velocity distribution, and its parallel and perpendicular
temperatures. In each simulation, 100 simulation ions were considered, and we followed
the motion of the ions for 1Q5 mean free times. The results were stored as we followed
the simulation ions.
Figure II.2 shows the

o+ velocity distributionfi for the density ratio (nJnn

= I0-5)

for different values of electric field intensity[£= 0, 50, 100, and 150 (mV/m)]. For this
density ratio, we basical ly have reproduced the results of Barakat eta/. [1983), who
assumed that the effect of ion-ion collisions is negligible (i.e., the ion density is very
small). For example, we found that forE= 0 (mV/m)Ji is Maxwelli an and the ion
temperature is eq ual to the neu ta l temperature because of ion-neutral colli sions. As the
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Fig. II.2. Contours of the o+ velocity distribution function in the principal velocity plane
parallel to the magnetic field B for an Q+ -to-O density ratio equal to lQ-5 and for different
values of the electrostatic field E (0, 50, 100, and 150 mVIm). Typical ionospheric
conditions were used in the calculations

ern =1000 K, and B = 0.5 G).
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electric field increases, it drives the ions through the neutrals at a higher speed. Ion
heating then occurs in the perpendicular direction with respect to the magnetic field. This
explains the bi-Maxwellian shape off; for intermediate values of E (-50 mV/m). ForE=
100 (mV/m) the toroidal features start to appear; there are two maxima, and they are off the
center. ForE= 150 (mV/m), the toroidal features are well pronounced. These toroidal
features appear because of the combined action of the Lorentz force and collisions with
neutrals, which tend to deplete the number of ions at the E x B drift point in the velocity
distribution [Winkler eta/., 1992].
As the density ratio increases (i.e., nJnn = lQ--4), ion-ion collisions have to be
taken into account. Ion self-collisions act to isotropize the ion velocity distribution
function , by transferring thermal energy from the perpendicular direction to the parallel
direction. In other words, the effect of ion-ion collisions is to reduce the effect of the
electric field. Therefore, if we do not include ion-ion collisions, we overestimate the effect
of the electric field. The ion-ion collisions effect can be seen in Figure 11.3, where the
anisotropy of the distribution function is decreased. For example, when E = 50 (mV/m),
f; is close to Maxwellian, while in the previous corresponding case (Figure 11.2) /; is biMaxwellian. When E = 100 (mV/m), the toroidal features are less pronounced, while for
E = 150 (mV/m) they are clearly visible (i.e., ion-ion collisions are not dominant).

At higher altitudes (see Figure 11.1), the density ratio reaches a significant level
(n;/nn = l0-3), and ion-ion collisions dominate ion-neutral collisions. For that density

ratio, Figure 11.4 shows the ion velocity distribution. For E = 0 and 50 (mV/m),f; is
Maxwellian. ForE= 100 (mV/m),/; is bi-Maxwellian, while in the corresponding cases
in Figure 11.2 and Figure 11.3/; has toroidal features. ForE= 150 (mV/m), the toroidal
features are still there, but they are less pronounced.
If we look at the

o+ velocity distribution (Figures II.2, II.3 , and II.4), we see that

as the electric field increases, the ion velocity distribution function broadens, which mean s
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n; In 0 = 10 - 4

Fig. Il.3. Contours of the o+ velocity distribution function in the principal velocity plane
parallel to the magnetic field B for an O+-to-0 density ratio equal to lQ-4. The other
parameters and the plotting format are the same as those for Figure II.2.
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Fig. ll.4. Contours of the Q+ velocity distribution function in the principal velocity plane
parallel to the magnetic field B for an Q+ -to-O density ratio equal to lQ-3 The other
parameters and the plotting format are the same as those for Figure ll.2.
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the ion temperature is increasing. Consequently, the ion-ion collision frequency Vii
decreases [Schunk, 1977]. Therefore, we can point out that as the electric field increases,
the role of ion-ion collisions is less important
Now, we discuss the perpendicular and parallel temperatures of the Q+ ions.
These two temperatures are given by the 2nd moments off;,

T

·~

- m, JdJ 2 f
-2k
v,v,~ '
ni

(8)

(9)

Figure II.5 shows the perpendicular temperature TH(top), the parallel temperature Till
(middle), and the anisotropy Tufl'ili (bottom) versus the electric field for different ion-toneutral density ratios. In practice, we need to follow the test ions for several ion-neutral
collision periods to allow for the transfer of energy between the ions and neutrals.
However, in the limit of ni/nn-too, the number of ion self-collisions is much higher than
the number of ion-neutral collisions. This means that for this limit, the Monte Carlo
simulation should be run for an extremely large number of ion-ion collisions, which
requires too much computational resources. However, for this limit fi is very close to
Maxwellian, for which analytical results can be obtained. The analytical expressions are
presented in the appendix and they were used to plot the corresponding curves in Figure
II.5.
As we mentioned before, the effect of the electric field is to drive the ions through
the neutrals at the E x B drift velocity. Because of this, the ion heating in the
perpendicular direction increases (i.e., the perpendicular temperature increases). Also, the
parallel temperature increases as the electric field increases, but at a slower rate than the
perpendicular temperature.
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Fig. U.S. Variation of the Q+ temperature characteristics with the electric field E and the
Q+-to-0 density ratio. The panels show the Q+ perpendicular temperature Tu_ (top),
parallel temperature Till (middle), and temperature anisotropy TilfT;u (bottom). The
curves are for n;/nn = lQ-5 (solid), J()-4 (dotted), I0-3 (short dash), and oo (long dash).
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As the densi ty ratio increases (Figure II.5), the role of ion-ion collisions increases.
Ion-ion colli sions transfer energy from the perpendicular to the parallel direction (i.e., the
perpendicular temperature decreases while the parallel temperature increases). When the
density ratio becomes very large

(ni/n 11 ~oo),

the asymptotic behavior of the parallel and

perpendicular temperatures are the same. In other words, this means that the distribution
function/; is Maxwellian, i.e., the ion temperature is istropized by the ion-ion collisions.
Figure II.5 (bottom) shows the anisotropy Tu/Till of the ion velocity distribution function
versus the electric field for different values of the density ratio. The anisotropy increases
with increasing electric field because the total temperature increases with the electric field,
and therefore, the ion-ion collision frequency Y;; decreases while the ion-neutral collision
frequency Yin increases. The anisotropy decreases with increasing density ratio because of
ion-i on collisions which act to isotropize the temperature and the distribution function .
When the density ratio is very large, the anisotropy becomes equal to 1.0, (i.e., Tm =
TiJ.).

4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER WORK
In this section, we compare the results of our study with two other studies:

Tereshchenko eta/. [1991] (hereafter referred to as TfK) and Kinzelin and Hubert [1992]
(hereafter referred to as KH). Both of theses studies are analytical and both are based on
simple collision models.

They used two different collisional models in solving

Boltzmann's equation. In TTK, a pure BGK collisional model was used. They found
that the ion velocity distribution consists of two parts. The first part describes the nonMaxwellian behavior and its contribution depends on Yin (ion-neutral collision frequency) .
The second part has Maxwellian form and its contribution depends on Yii (ion-ion collision
frequency). The Yin and v;; were derived using Maxwellian distributions in the TTK study
[Schunk and Nagy , 1980]. In KH , the two collision frequen c ies V; 11 and V;; are call ed
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Vi!:" and V;:'", respectively. In this study, a modified BGK collision model was used.

They found that the ion velocity distribution is a linear combination of two contributions;
the f"rrst is Maxwellian and the second is toroidal. The coefficients of this linear
combination depend on the two collision frequencies Yin and v;;. The values ofv;n and v;;
were calculated in a consistent manner with the adopted toroidal distribution, not a
Maxwellian. In our work, as we mentioned earlier, we used a realistic collision model
(resonance charge exchange, polarization interaction, and Coulomb collision) in solving
the Boltzmann equation. The results of our work (ion velocity distribution and the ion
temperature) are more accurate than TTK and KH because we assumed a more realistic
collision model.
For the comparison of our work and the work of TTK and KH, we calculated the
parallel (Tm), the perpendicular (Tu) , and the total (T;) temperature of oxygen ions. The
expressions for these temperatures are given in TTK by equations (19), (20), and (21 ),
respectively, in KH by equations (55a), (55b), and (9), respectively, and in our work by
equations (8), (9) and [(Tm+ 2Tu)!3], respectively. We calculated T;u, T;J. and T; in the
three studies at low and high altitudes by using the conditions given in Table 2 of KH
(i.e.,

o+ -density,

0-den sity ,

and

normalized

effective

electric

field

D' = c(E I B)/ ..j2kT. I m. ). Also, we assumed that the ion drift velocity in the parallel

direction is zero. The results of this comparison are given in Figure II.6 (low altitude) and
Figure II.7 (high altitude). The behavior of Til. at low altitudes (Figure II.6, top panel)
shows an excellent agreement between our results (solid line) and the results of KH
(dotted line). This is because both studies used a realistic collisional model (RCE and
polarization interaction) for ion-neutral collisions, and because ion-ion collisions can be
neglected at low altitudes. This collisional model converts part of the energy gained in the
perpendicular direction to the parallel direction. The behavior of Tu. in TTK (dashed line)
is different from the other studies; T;J. is hi gher in the TTK study. This is because the
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Fig. II.6. Comparison of the ion temperature characteristics at low altitude for three
different studies; namely Tereshchenko eta/. [1991] (n'K), Kinzelin and Hubert [1992]
(KH), and our Monte Carlo simulation (MC). The panels showT;1_ (top), T;u (middle),
and T; (bottom) for a wide range of the normalized effective electric field
[D'

=c(E I B) I (2kT. I mJX].
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Fig. II.7. Comparison of the ion temperature characteristics at high altitude for three
different studies. The format is the same as in Figure II.6.
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co llisional model in TIK is a BGK model which does not convert energy from the
perpendicular direction to the parallel direction. Therefore, by applying this collisional
model they overestimated the effect of the electric field on Tn and underestimated that
effect on T;u as shown in Figure II.6 (top and middle panels). The behavior of T;u (middle
panel) in our study and KH is related to the behavior of T;j_ via the collisional model. As
the T;j_ increases due to the electric field, T;u increases, while T;u in 1TK is less than our
results and the results of KH because it did not gain energy from the perpendicular
direction, as noted earlier.
It is worthwhile to point out that T;u in 1TK increases for low electric fields and
decreases at high electric field. This can be explained as follows. As the electric field
increases, the perpendicular temperature increases. This reduces the effect of ion-ion
collisions, which transfer energy from the perpendicular to the parallel direction. This
effect did not appear in our study at the given values of D', but it will appear at higher D'.
It did not appear in KH because they assumed the effect of the polarization interaction and
RCE is constant; they used constant values for the ion temperature partition coefficients

(J3u and f3j_).
The variation of the total ion temperature T; with the normalized effective electric
field D' is given in the bottom panel of Figure II.6. The results of 1TK and KH are the
same, because T; has the same analytical form in both studies. This form is independent
of ion-ion and ion-neutral collisions; it depends only on the normalized effective electric
field D'. The numerical values forT; in our study are always less than those obtained in
the other two studies. This can be explained with the following argument. The

o+ ions

are heated due to friction with neutral 0 and this heating rate is proportional to the O+-0
momentum-transfer collision frequency v,',; . Also, the O+ ions lose energy to the less
energetic neutrals at a rate proportional to the o+ -0 energy-transfer collision frequency
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v,~.

The value ofT; is decided by the balance between these two factors, and hence it can

be shown that
(10)

For our more rigorous collision model, the faster ions collide with the neutrals more
frequently than the slower ones, and hence it can be shown that the ratio v;'f I

vr,.

is less

than unity. Therefore, our value ofT; is lower than those predicted by TfK and KH,
where the probability of a collision between an ion-neutral pair was assumed to be
independent of their relative speed g. In these studies,

vf: = Vf•.

Figure II.7 shows the values of O+ temperature at high altitudes, where ion-ion
collisions are very important and cannot be neglected. The top panel of Figure II.7 shows
the variation of T;1_ with D'. This variation is similar to the corresponding case in Figure
II.6, but the numerical values of T;1_ at high altitudes are less than at low altitudes because
of ion-ion collisions which transfer energy from the perpendicular direction to the parallel
direction. The difference between our work and KH is minimal, but it is pronounced with
TTK, especially at higher D '. This is because the transfer of energy in our work and KH
is due both to ion-ion collisions and to polari zation interactions, while in TTK it is only
due to ion-ion collisions. This makes the transfer of energy in TfK less than the other
two studies. On the other hand, the parallel temperature (middle panel) increases at high
altitudes because of ion-ion collisions. The results obtained for T;u from TfK are closer to
our results and KH than the corresponding case in Figure Il.6. In TTK, external
expressions for V; 11 and v;; were used , which were derived from a local Maxwellian,
while in KH the ion velocity distribution function was assumed to be a linear combination
of two contributions; the frrst is Maxwellian and the second is toroidal. However, at high
altitudes the toroidal features disappear because of ion-ion collisions and the distribution
function becomes close to Maxwellian. In this case, the derived forms of v;; and V; 11 in
KH are close to those used in TTK, as confirmed by Table 2 in KH. Therefore, the
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difference between TTK and KHat high altitudes is due to the inclusion of the polarization
interaction, which acts in concert with ion-ion collisions in transferring energy from the
perpendicular to the parallel direction. Since the models of TTK and KH give identical
expressions forT;, which are independent of v;;lv;n, the proftles ofT; are the same for
both models and, as shown in Figures II.6 and 11.7 (bottom), they are also independent of
altitude. In contrast, in our model v;;/v;n depends on the shape of fi and, therefore, the
profiles ofT; vary with altitude.
5. CONCLUSION
The velocity distribution function of the ions in the high-latitude F-region was
studied with a special attention given to the role of ion self-collisions. A Monte Carlo
simulation was used that included the effect of crossed electric and magnetic fields and o+
collisions with a uniform background of atomic oxygen. Relatively sophisticated collision
models were adopted, and, therefore, more realistic results were obtained. The

o+

velocity distribution and the corresponding parallel and perpendicular temperatures were
calculated for a wide range of ion-to-neutral density ratios nJnn. We found that:
I. For the case of (nJnn = lQ-5) the effect of ion self collisions is negligible and the

distributions we obtained are very similar to those of Barakat et al. [1983].
2. As the nJnn ratio increases, the role of ion self collisions becomes more apparent.
The temperature anisotropy decreases and the toroidal features of the distribution
become less pronounced.
3. For relatively large values of n;/nn (I0-3), ion self-collisions become dominant
and the toroidal features only appear for very large values of E

~

150 mV/m).

4. The increase of E increases the non-Maxwellian features of fi for two reasons.
First, the interplay between the E x B--drift and ion-neutral collisions is the
reason for creating the toroidal features in the first place [Barakat eta/., 1983].
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Second, as E increases Ti increases, which acts to increase the io n-neutral
collision frequency and decrease the ion-ion collision frequency. This results in
a net reduction in the isotropizing effect of the ion self-collisions.
We also compared our results to the previous literature (1TK and KH) to assess the
effect of simplified collision models on the results.

The comparison showed the

following:
1. The results of KH were closer to our more realistic Monte Carlo results than were
those of TIK. This is because the latter used a simplified collision frequency
that was consistent with the phenomenological distribution function they
adopted.
2. In general, TIK overestimated Tu. and underestimated Till, because their model
neglected the polarization component of the ion-neutral collision, which acts to
couple Tm and Tu..
3. The deviation between the Monte Carlo results and those of the other two models
increases at low altitudes and for large E because ion-neutral collisions
dominated under these circumstances.
4. Both papers (1TK and KH) overestimated Ti as a result of adopting simplified
collision models (BGK) for which the momentum and energy transfer collision
frequencies are equal (vf: = Vf.).
A close study of the ion distribution function shows that there are significant
differences between.fi calculated by TIK and KH and those predicted by the Monte Carlo
simulation. These differences can be very sigrjficant when interpreting measurements
from incoherent scattering radars and retarding potential analyzers. Such problems require
the use of realistic collision models that can describe the behavior of ions in a quantitative
(rather than a qualitative) manner.
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APPENDIX
Here we derive the asymptotic behavior of the Q+ ion temperature in the limit when

n;lnn--? oo. In this limit,!; becomes Maxwellian, (T;u = TiJ. = T;). However, the value of
T; depends on the characteristics of the Q+ -0 collision process.
The energy equation for a Maxwellian ion drifting in its parent atom with a relative
drift velocity vv reduces to [Tanenbaum, 1967]:

(Al)

where Cis a constant, x =g I a. ,

E

=v 0

I a. , a;

=2k(T; + TJ I m; and;

S;~ 1 = 2nJ dbb(l-cosx)

(A2)

G(x) = (2k I m;a.)(T.- T;)(x- E)+ a.E

(A3)

Solving the above equations for T; we get;

(A4)

where
/1

=Jd

xexp [-(x- e)2] S;~ 1 xx11

3

(AS)

(A6)

(A7)

This set of equations is implicit in T;, which can be solved by iteration.
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CHAPTER ill
MONTE CARLO STUDY OF THE TRANSITION REGION IN THE
POLAR WIND: AN IMPROVED COLLISION MODELl

ABSTRACT

A Monte Carlo simulation was used to study the steady-state flow of the polar wind
protons through a background of o+ ions. The simulation region included a collisiondominated region (barosphere), a collisionless region (exosphere), and the transition layer
embedded between these two regions. Special attention was given to using an accurate
collision model, i.e., the Fokker-Pianck expression was used to represent H+- o+
collisions. The model also included the effects of gravity, the polarization electric field,
and the divergence of the geomagnetic field. For each simulation, 105 particles were
monitored, and the collected data were used to calculate the H+ velocity distribution
functionfH+• density, drift velocity, parallel and perpendicular temperatures, and heat
fluxes for parallel and perpendicular energies at different altitudes. The transition region
plays a pivotal role in the behavior of the H+ flow. First, the shape of the distribution
function is very close to a slowly drifting Maxwellian in the barosphere, while a "kidney
bean" shape prevails in the exosphere. In the transition region, the shape offH+ changes
in a complicated and rapid manner from Maxwellian to kidney bean. Second, the flow
changes from subsonic (in the barosphere) to supersonic (in the exosphere) within the
transition region. Third, the H+ parallel and perpendicular temperatures increase with
altitude in the barosphere due to frictional heating, while they decrease with altitude in the
exosphere due to adiabatic cooling. Both temperatures reach their maximum values in the

1 Coauthored by A. R. Barakat and R. W. Schunk. Journal of Geophysical Researc h,
1993. Published by the American Geophysical Union. Reprinted by pennission.
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exosphere due to adiabatic cooling. Both temperatures reach their maximum values in.the
transitio n region. Fourth, the heat fluxes of the parallel and perpendicular energies are
positive and increase with altitude in the barosphere, and they change rapidly from their
maximum (positive) values to their minimum (negative) values within the transition
region. The results of this simulation were compared with those found in previous work
in which a simple (Maxwell-molecule) collision model was adopted It was found that the
choice of the collision model can alter the results significantly. The effect of the body
forces was also investigated. It was found that they can also alter the results significantly.
Both the body forces and collision model have a large effect on the heat flux, while they
have only a small quantitative effect on the lower-order moments (density, drift velocity,
and temperature).
1. IN1RODUCTION

For more than two decades, the polar wind plasma outflow received a great deal of
interest. Figure ill. I shows a schematic representation of the different collision regimes
of the ion flow in the polar wind. There are two main regions: (1) the collision-dominated
region (ion-barosphere), where the ions behave like a fluid; and (2) the collisionless region
(ion-exosphere) where the individual-particle characteristics dominate the ion motion.
These two regions are separated by a narrow transition layer, where the ion behavior
changes rapidly from collision-dominated to co!lisionless.

In the late 1960s, a large number of models were developed to study the behavior of the
polar wind plasma. For instance, hydrodynamic [Banks and Holzer, 1968, 1969a, b;

Raitt eta/., 1975; Singh and Schunk, 1985; Gombosi et al., 1985] and hydromagnetic
[Holzer eta/., 1971] models, generalized transport [Schunk and Watkins, 1981 , 1982],
kinetic [Lemaire, 1972; Lemaire and Scherer, 1970, 1973], and semi-kinetic [Barakat and

Schunk , 1983, 1984] models were used .

However, ali these models had some
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limitations, especially near the transition region. The results of the fluid -like (e.g.,
hydrodynamic) models are reliable in the barosphere only, while the results of the
collisionless (e.g., kinetic, semikinetic, and hydromagnetic) models are valid in the
exosphere only. Although the generalized transport models are promising in the
barosphere and the exosphere, their validity in the transition region has not yet been
established.
In the transition region, a more rigorous mathematical approach shou ld be used

[Lemaire, 1972]. Barakat and Lemaire [1990] used a Monte Carlo simulation to study the

flow of a minor species through a major one. The gravitational force was simulated with a
critical escape velocity (vc) and the Lorentz force was ignored. They investigated the
effects of the major-to-minor species mass ratio, the adopted interparticle collision model
(hard-sphere and Maxwell-molecule), and the value of the escape velocity (vc) on the flow
of the minor species.
Barakat eta/. [1990] modified the Monte Carlo simulation in order to study the H+ flow

in the polar wind over an altitude range that includes the collision-dominated, the
collisionless, and the transition regions. The effects of gravity, polarization electric field,
diverging magnetic field, and H+- o+ collisions were considered. However, they used a
simplified collision model (Maxwell-molecule). They concluded that inside the transition
region the H+ flow changes from subsonic to supersonic, and the H+ parallel and
perpendicular temperatures attain their maxima. The heat flux was found to be negative at
all altitudes with a minimum occurring in the transition region. In the collisionless and
transition regions, the H+ distribution function took the form of a kidney bean embedded
in a Maxwellian.
Barghouthi et a/. [1990] used an improved collision model (Fokker-Planck

representation for Coulomb collisions) in order to study the same problem mentioned
above. They found that the adopted collision model can have a large effect on the results.
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Later, Wilson [1992] used a hybrid fluid/particle-in-cell model with a collision model that
approximates the Fokker-Planck term. He confirmed the results of Barghowhi et a/.
[1990]. Here, we present an augmentation of the presentation of Barghouthi eta/. [1990],
with the emphasis on the effect of the collision model on the distribution function and its
moments.
2. TIIEORETICAL FORMULATION
In this work we will study the proton motion in the polar wind. At all altitudes

considered here, o+ is assumed to be the dominant ion, which enables us to neglect H+
self-coUisions compared to H+- o+ collisions. The validity of the assumptions used here
and their effect on the results will be discussed later. We will follow the motion of H+
from the barosphere, through the transition layer, and into the exosphere, as shown in
Figure ill. 1.
Neglecting H+ self-collisions, the H+ distribution function lfH+) is governed by the

where v is the velocity, G is the gravitational acceleration, e and m are the charge and
mass, respectively, E and Bare the electric and magnetic fields, cis the speed of light, g
[= VH+ - vo+l is the relative velocity, Q [=(¢,X)] is the solid angle, cr is the differential

scattering cross section, and X is the scattering angle. The primes denote quantities
evaluated after collision. The subscripts H+, o+, and e denote quantities related to
hydrogen ions, oxygen ions, and electrons, respectively.
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Exosphere
(Coll isionless)

la yer

Fig. ill. I. A schematic diagram for the flow of the polar wind plasma along diverging
geomagnetic field lines. The different regimes of the ion flow are shown; namely, the
barosphere where collision-dominated conditions prevail, the exosphere where
collisionless conditions prevail, and the transition region embedded in between.
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The

o+ ion s are assumed to be in static equi librium and, consequently, their distribution

functio n fo+ is assumed to have a local MaxweLlian distribution that depend s on the
altitude z.
(2)

where
(M)

f o+

_

m

[

o+

(v o+)- 27tkTo+

3/ [
]
72

m

v

2)

o+ o+

exp - 2kTo+

·

(3)

In equations (2) and (3), n is the number density, k is the Boltzmann constant, and Tis the
temperature. A typical profile of the

o+ density was adopted from Appendix B of Banks

and Kockarts [1973].
In this study the effects of gravity, polarization electric field, diverging magnetic field,
and H+- o+ collisions are taken into account We assumed that the electrons obey the
Boltzmann distribution. Both the electrons and

o+ ions were assumed to be isothermal

and have equal temperatures (To+ = Te = 2500 K). Finally, the magnetic field B was
assumed to be radial. The gravitational potential energy is given by
(4)

where

r is the gravitational constant, ME is the Earth mass, and r is the geocentric

distance. The polarization electric field is given by
(5)
where
(6)

Using the above mentioned condition s, we can reduce the steady state Boltzmann
equation to
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vJ-1 +II (af H + taz)+(l!m H +){- [ac<I> 8 +<I>P)/az]e z +
(eH+!c)vH+ x B}•VvH+fu+ =

n +(z) Jdv
0

0 +d0ga(g,x)[t~J;~>- f uJb"f_)]

(7)

where e 2 is a unit vector in the vertical direction. By using a simple change of variables
similar to the one given by Barakat and Lemaire [1990], the above equation can be
expressed in terms of a distance that is normalized with respect to the H+ mean-free-path

(mfp),

z=

r

dz'v(z') I v1h

(8)
(9)

where vis the H+- o+ momentum-transfer collision frequency given by Schunk [1977].
The resulting transformed equation represents the diffusion of H+ through a semi-inftnite
homogeneous background of o+ (with the proper adjustments of the gravitational and
Lorentz forces taken into account). It is worthwhile to point out that the normalization
mentioned above depends on the adopted o+ density profile. The normalized results are
general as long as o+ is the dominant ion.

In this study we adopted a realistic collision model (Coulomb collision) to simulate H+-

o+ collisions. This model is more suitable than the collision models used in the previous
works [e.g., Barakat eta/., 1990; Wilson eta/., 1992]. A comparison of the different
collision models, and the sensitivity of the results to the adopted collision model, will be
discussed later. The Coulomb force between H+ and o+ is inversely proportional to the
square of the interparticle distance. For such a long-range interaction, the collision term
reduces to the well-known Fokker- Planck form [Hinton, 1983]
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(10)
where AH+ is the friction coefficient and DtJ+ is the diffusion coefficient tensor given by
(11)

The expressions for AH+• DH+/1• and DH+j_ are given by Hinton [1983] and are not
repeated here.
Equation ( 10) indicates that the collision process is analogous to a combination of
dynamic friction (corresponding to the drag term) and diffusion (corresponding to
scattering) in velocity space. This suggests the use of a Monte Carlo approach to simulate
the collision effect
3. MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

Our main objective is to calculate the velocity distribution function of H+ and its
moments (e.g., drift velocity, temperature, etc.). As mentioned earlier, the H+ ions move
under the effect of gravity, electromagnetic forces, and H+- o+ (Coulomb) collisions.
The Monte Carlo simulation used here is explained in detail in previous publications

[Barakat and Schunk, 1982a; Barakat eta/., 1983; Barakat and Lemaire, 1990]. A
schematic representation of the simulation region is given in Figure ill. 2. An H+ ion is
injected into the system at

z = 30 with an initial velocity that is randomly generated such

that it is consistent with a nondrifting Maxwellian immediately below the injection region.
The "test" H+ ion is considered to move for a short interval of time Lit under the
influence of the "effective" body force (gravitational+ electrostatic+ magnetostatic). The
effect of Coulomb collisions (with the o+ background) during the period Lit is
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Fig. lli.2. A schematic diagram of the setup for the Monte Carlo simulation.
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imple mented at the end of L1t. The above procedure is repeated until the test ion exits the
simulation region at either end (z = 0 or

z = 30), and then another test ion is initiated at the

bottom. The test ions are monitored as they cross a predetennined set of altitudes { z j} .
At each altitude, a suitable grid is used to register their behavior. Here, we used a 2-D
grid whose coordinates are the velocities parallel and perpendicular to the geomagnetic
field B. The symmetry in the azimuthal direction is used to simplify the registration
process. The time that the test ions spend in a given velocity bin, divided by the bin 's
volume, is proportional to the value of the velocity distribution function ifH+) at the center
of the bin. Moreover, the velocities of the test ions, as they cross one of the monitoring
altitudes, can be directly used to compute the moments of the distribution function at that
altitude.
"The cumulative effect of Coulomb collisions during the period L1t is given by

t.u =A H+ t1t

(12)

H+/) = DH+llt1t

(13)

((t1v

2

+ ) ) = 2D + t1t
( (t1vHl.
H l.

(14)

2
+ ) ) and
H II
2
) ) are the variances of the change in the test ion velocity due to diffusion (in

where t.u is the change in the test ion velocity due to drag, and ((t1 v
((t1v +

H II

velocity space) in the directions parallel and perpendicular to the original velocity VH+•
respectively. The Monte Carlo simulation of the Fokker-Planck collision model is
discussed in detail by Spitzer and Hart [1971].
The time step should be chosen small enough so that the test ion velocity, and,
consequently, the drag and diffusion coefficients, can be considered constant during L1t.
On the other hand, the available computational resources impose limitations on how small
L11 ca n be cho se n.

(homoge neous

o+

We tested the colli sion model by con sid ering a simple case
background with a Maxwellian ve locity di stribution) for which the
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exact solution was known. We ran the model for this simple case for different values of

L!t. The results were compared to the exact solution, and, consequently, am was selected
that struck a compromise between speed and accuracy. In particular, for the adopted value
of L!t [= 0.01 VH+IAH+lJH+ was Maxwellian with a temperature equal to that of the
background o+ to within about 1%. This indicates that the adopted simulation conserves
both energy and momentum within a reasonable accuracy.
4. RESULTS
The Monte Carlo technique explained above was used to simulate the behavior of the
H+ ions. In each simulation, 105 test ions were monitored as they drifted across the
system, and the H+ distribution function as well as its lower-order moments were
computed at different normalized altitudes z. Then the results were transformed back in
order to be presented in terms of unnormalized altitudes (in kilometers).
In order to facilitate the understanding of the different physical mechanisms in tl1is
problem, we separated the effect of the geomagnetic field divergence from the other
effects. First, we neglected the effect of the geomagnetic field divergence({} BJ(} z = 0).
Then we compared the results with those of the simulation that included the B field
dependence ({}BJ(}U 0).
4.1. NoB Field Altitude Dependence
In this case the effective body force is simplified asFeff=-d(cl>g +cl>E)f(}z.
This force is not constant in the simulation region. For simplicity, the simulation region
was divided into 22 horizontal layers, where tl1e total potential energy (cl> = cl>g + cl>E) was
approximated by a straight line in each zone. Figure III.3 shows a comparison between
the exact (solid) and the approximated (dashed) profiles of cl>. The two curves are so close
that they cannot be distinguished from each other within the resolution of the graph.
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Collision-domlno te d (i- 26)

Fig. lll.4. The H+ velocity distribution function for the case of no B field altitude
dependence (CJB I

oz = 0) . We considered three representative altitudes:

(bottom) in the

barosphere, (middle) in the transition region, and (top) in the exosphere. The distribution
functionfH+ is represented by equal- value contours in the normalized velocity (VH+ tlo
'~~H + .U pl ane, where "H + = v

H
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+ .

The con tour levels decrease

successively by a factor of el/2 from the maximum, which is marked by a so lid circle.
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Figure III.4 shows the H+ velocity distribution function at three altitudes that
correspond to different collision conditions. As a convention, the barosphere is defined to
be below 650 km (z > 10), the exosphere above 2500 km (z < 0.1), and the transition
region between 650 km and 2500 km (0.1 <

z < 10).

In the barosphere (bottom panel),

the distribution function is very close to Maxwellian, which is consistent with the assumed
conditions at the injection point (z = 30). As altitude increases, the H+ distribution
function becomes progressively more non-Maxwellian. The middle panel showsfH+ in
the transition region. The maximum of fH+ remains close to the origin, while an
enhanced tail appears in the upward direction. If we remember that Coulomb collisions
are Iess effective for the faster ions, the shape of fH + can be explained as follows. The
slow H+ ions are strongly coupled (via collisions) to the nondrifting o+ ions, and hence
they cannot be easily accelerated by the upward body forces. Therefore, the peak offH+
remains close to the origin. On the other hand, the fast ions can be easily accelerated
upward, creating an upward tail. The distribution function in the exosphere is given in the
top paneL At high altitudes, the collisional effect is very small such that all of the
H+ ions gain upward velocities due to the dominant body force.

Also, for such

large velocities, the velocity diffusion in the perpendicular direction dominates
(DH+.l- v H_4

»

DH+ 11 -

v H_~)- Had DH+.l been very large, the H+ ions would

have formed a spherical shelL However, since DH+.l is relatively small compared to
what is needed to form a complete sheli.JH+ has the shape of a spherical cap. A cross
section of this cap is the "kidney bean" shape shown in the top panel of Figure ill.4.
The lower-order moments were computed at different altitudes as mentioned above.
Since the Boltzmann equation is linear with respect to fH+• its solution is defined within a
constant factor. The H+ density can be arbitrarily normalized such that the normalized
density equals unity at a given altitude (say, 230 km). The other normalized moments are
defined as foll ows:
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(15)

f H+/1 = [mH+ I (kTo+)Jf (vH+/1 -uH+)2
(16)

f H+dv H+ I nH+

(17)

(18)

(19)

In the above equations, the tilde denotes normalized quantities and UH+• TH+ll•

'tH+1_.71~1+. and 7/ff+• are the H+ ion drift velocity, parallel temperature, perpendicular
temperature, parallel heat flux, and perpendicular heat flux, respectively.
Figure III.5 shows the low-order moment profiles for H+ ions. For clarity, two
arrows were used to mark the altitudes where z = 0.1 and

z = 10.

As mentioned earlier,

the transition region lies between the two arrows, while the barosphere lies at the bottom
segment and the exosphere lies at the top segment. The drift velocity monotonically
increases with altitude (top right panel). At low altitudes the effect of Coulomb collisions
dominates that of the upward body force and, consequently, the drift velocity is very
small. As the altitude increases, the effect of the body force becomes more important and
the drift velocity increases. In the transition region, the velocity increases more rapidly
and the flow changes from subsonic to supersonic. In the exosphere, the velocity
continues to increase with altitude and asymptotically approaches an upper limit of
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uH+ - 5. We found that (in general) the H+ ion flow crosses its sonic point, and its

velocity gradient attains a maximum, in the transition region.
The fact that the ion flow changes from subsonic to supersonic inside the transition
region can be understood if we remember the following two facts. First, for subsonic
flow, the number of down-going ions nd is close to the number of up-going ions nu (nd ~
nu), while for supersonic flow we must have (nd << nu). Second, since the body force is

always upward, only collisions can reflect the ions downwards. In the barosphere the
effect of collisions is dominant, and hence we have nu ~ nd, which corresponds to a
subsonic flow. In the exosphere, the collision effect is negligible and hence most of the
particles are accelerated upward, which corresponds to a supersonic flow. Therefore, the
transition from the subsonic flow (in the barosphere) to the supersonic flow (in the
exosphere) must occur at some altitude inside the transition region.
The fact that the maximum velocity gradient occurs in the transition region is due to the
balance between the body force and the drag force due to collisions with the o+ ions. In
the barosphere the drag force decreases exponentially with altitude (due to the exponential
decrease of no+) and hence the velocity gradient increases with altitude. On the other
hand, the upward H+ acceleration decreases with altitude in the exosphere due to the
decrease in the body force (collisions are negligible). Therefore, an inflection point
(maximum duH+ I d z) has to occur within the transition region.
The top left panel shows the H+ density profile. The density scale height in the
barosphere is much smaller than its value in the exosphere. The transition between the
two trends shows as a "knee" in the transition region.
The profiles of the H+ parallel CTH+II) and perpendicular CTH+ j_) temperatures are
given in the bottom left panel. Deep in the barosphere, the H+ temperature is isotropic and
equal to the background o+ temperature (1 H+ll ~ 1'H+.l ~ I) due to the strong collisional
coup lin g between H+ and o+. As altitude increases, the ion drift velocity increases and
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hence both 'fH+ll and 'fH+ _1_ increase due to frictional heating with the background o+
gas. In the transition region, 'fH+ll reaches a maximum and then decreases due to "parallel
adiabatic cooling" until it asymptotically reaches a value of about 0.1 at the top of the
exosphere. According to this process (parallel adiabatic cooling), the parallel velocity
dispersion of the ion population should decrease as it is accelerated adiabatically in the
parallel direction. In contrast, the perpendicular temperature remains almost constant in
the exosphere due to the neglect of the effect of the diverging geomagnetic field lines.
The bottom right panel of Figure ill.S shows the profiles of the heat fluxes for the
parallel (l/~~) and perpendicular (71$) energies. In the barosphere, both heat fluxes are
positive and increase with altitude. This behavior can be explained using an approach
similar to that given in the appendix of Barakat and Lemaire [1990], in which we expand
the 16-moment equations [Barakat and Schunk, 1982b] in the collision-dominated limit.
In the transition region, both

?JJ+ and 7JH~ change rapidly from a (positive) maximum to

a (negative) minimum; then they increase monotonically with altitude as the flow gets
deeper into the exosphere. The negative values of the heat fluxes in the exosphere are
consistent with the "kidney bean" shape of the distribution function.
4.2. Effect ofB Field Altitude Dependence

We then included the effect of diverging field lines on the results. In particular, we
used the conservation of total ion energy (kinetic + potential) and the first adiabatic
invariant

<vf\,.l/ B) to compute the changes in the test ion's velocity between collisions.

For computational convenience, the proflle of B was approximated in a similar way to that
of <1>. Figure ill. 3 shows the excellent agreement between the exact profile and the piecewi se linear approximation.
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The results of the simulation with dB!dz included are present in Figures III.6 and III.7.
Comparing Figures III.6 and Ill.? with the corresponding ones with noB field altitude
dependence (Figures ITI.4 and III.5), we notice that

1. The results of the two cases are not significantly different in the low-altitude region.
This is because in this region the divergence of the magnetic field is dominated by the
other factors (e.g., collisions, body forces, etc.).
2. The effect of the diverging magnetic field becomes significant at high altitudes.
Above 2000 km, the perpendicular temperature decreases rapidly with altitude and
eventually becomes less than the parallel temperature. Also, the heat flux of the
perpendicular energy decreases in a similar fashion. These two features are due to the
dominance of the perpendicular adiabatic cooling.
3. The effect of the diverging magnetic field is such that VH+ rotates towards the
direction of B. This makes the H+ distribution function at high altitudes (Figure ITI.6, top
panel) closer to a bi-Maxwellian than the corresponding results for the case of a Bldz

= 0.

4.3. Effect of Collision Model and Body Forces
It is a common practice to adopt some simplified assumptions in order to facilitate
the numerical computations. For example, simplified collision models were used [e.g.,

Barakat and Lemaire, 1990; Barakat eta/., 1990; Gombosi and Rasmussen, 1991;
Wilson, 1992; / . A. Barghouthi, A. R. Barakat, and R. W. Schunk, The effect of self
collision on the

o+ velocity distribution

of auroral F-region, submitted to Journal of

Geophysical Research, 1993, hereafter referred to as Barghouthi eta!., 1993], and body
forces were neglected [e.g., Barakat and Lemaire, 1990]. In order to illustrate the effect
of these assumptions, we compared the above results with those of two other cases. In
the first case, a "Maxwell molecule" collision model was adopted instead of the correct
(Coulomb) collision model (case 1), while all the other conditions (e.g., total collision
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Colltdonless
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Fig. III.6. The H+ velocity distribution function for the case when the B field altitude
dependence is included (dB I dz

#

0) . We considered three representative altitudes:

(bottom) in the barosphere, (middle) in the transition region, and (top) in the exosphere.
The format is similar to that of Figure ITI.4.
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Fig. ill.8. Comparison of the H+ moments for three cases: Coulomb collision with body
forces (solid), Maxwell molecule collision with body forces (dotted), and Coulomb
collision without body forces (dashed). The normalized moments considered here are (top
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freque ncy, body forces, etc.) were kept the same. In the second case (II) , the body forces
were turned off.
Figure 111.8 shows a comparison of the moment profiles for the three cases. We notice
that the normalized density profile is not too sensitive to the collision model nor to the
body forces (top left panel). The top-right panel shows that the adoption of the Maxwell
molecule collision model results in the reduction of the H+ drift velocity. This reduction is
due to the fact that for the Maxwell molecule collision model the heat flow does not
contribute to the momentum equation, and hence the mobility is increased [see Schunk,
1977] . We notice that the reduction factor decreases at higher altitudes due to the reduced
contribution of the collision term in the momentum equation. The absence of the (upward)
body forces (case II) results in a reduction of the drift velocity at all altitudes.
The profiles of TH+II (middle left) and TH+.l (middle right) indicate that the adoption of
a Maxwell molecule collision model changes the temperature profiles in a quantitative
(rather than qualitative) manner. The absence of body forces results in a reduction in the
drift velocity (as mentioned above), and hence both the frictional heating at low altitude
and the parallel adiabatic cooling at high altitudes are reduced. Therefore, the peak of the
temperature is greatly reduced and the limit of TH+II at high altitudes is enhanced in the
absence of body forces.
The profiles of the parallel (bottom left) and perpendicular (bottom right) heat fluxes
indicate that the heat flux has the same direction at all altitudes both for the Maxwell
molecule collision model (downward) and for Coulomb collisions in the absence of the
body forces (upward), with a single maximum within the transition region. These cases
are qualitatively different from the case that includes Coulomb collisions and body forces .
In general, the adoption of simplified assumptions (such as those studied above) has only

a quantitative effect on the lower-order moments (such as density and drift velocity), but it
has a large qualitative effect on the higher-order moments (such as heat fluxes).
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5. CONCLUS ION
We have used a Monte Carlo simulation to study the steady-state flo w of the H+ ions
through an o+ background in the polar wind. The simulation region included the
barosphere (collision-dominated region), the exosphere (collisionless region), and the
transition region. The effects of polarization electric field, gravitational force, diverging
geomagnetic field, and H+- o+ collisions were taken into consideration. A special
attention was paid to using an accurate collision model. We used a Coulomb collision
model (Fokker-Planck form) for the H+- o+ interparticle interaction. This collision
model is more accurate than those used in previous simulations of similar problems.
We previously discussed the effect of adopting a Maxwell molecule collision model on
the results. In reality, we want to use the Coulomb collision model. A convenient
approximation to Coulomb collisions was introduced by Takizuka and Abe [1977], which
was used by Wilson [1992] and by Barghouthi et al. [1993]. The basic idea is to replace
the "real" particles by a smaller (yet large) number of "simulation" particles, with the
collision differential cross section adjusted accordingly. It can be shown that the collision
term reduces to the Fokker-Planck form as the number of simulation particles tends to
infinity. However, more investigations are needed to assess the error resulting from using
a relatively small number of such particles. Wilson [1992] tried to test the approach by
applying it to a spatially uniform ion population with a given initial velocity distribution.
He found that the distribution function became Maxwellian in about 10 collision periods.
However, this test is not sufficient to determine if the collision model accurately represents
the Coulomb collision. In fact, this test can be passed by any elastic collision with a
differential cross section that depends only on the magnitude of the relative velocity of the
colliding particles lv2- v11 (such as Maxwell molecule, hard sphere, etc.).
Each of our simulations used J05 test ions to compute the ion distribution function at
differen t altitudes. We also computed the profiles of H+ normalized density 0H+), drift
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velocity CUH+). parallel and perpendicular temperatures
fluxes for the parallel and perpendicular energies

(TH+ll and TH+1_). and

11J+ and 'lllf+·

the heat

At low altitudes.fH+ is

close to Maxwellian with a small drift velocity, while fH+ takes the shape of a "kidney
bean" in the exosphere. In the transition region, the H+ distribution changes rapidly from
one shape to the other.
We found that the flow changes from subsonic (in the barosphere) to supersonic (in the
exosphere) with the sonic point occurring in the transition region. The H+ parallel and
perpendicular temperatures attain their maxima in the transition region as a result of the
competition between frictional heating (which dominates in the barosphere) and adiabatic
cooling (which dominates in the exosphere). Finally, both heat flux components

'llJ+ and

11@ are positive and increase with altitude in the barosphere, which is consistent with the
moment equation approach. In the transition region, 'llJ+ and 'llJ+- change very rapidly
from positive maxima to negative minima, and then they start to increase with altitude in
the transition region and the exosphere.
The adopted collision model was shown to have a significant effect on the shape of the
H+ distribution function, especially in the transition region. Although the choice of the

collision model influenced the low-order moments (density, drift velocity, parallel and
perpendicular temperatures) in a quantitative manner only, it had a more significant
(qualitative) influence on the higher-order moments (heat fluxes).
The model used here included some assumptions that must be considered in the
interpretation of the results. First, the H+ ions were considered to be minor, which
enabled us to neglect both H+ self-collisions and the H+ density compared to the o+
density (ne = no+). Some modeling studies [e.g., Cannata and Gombosi, 1989] indicate
that this may be the case at all altitudes on open field lines. If the (lighter) H+ ions become
major, the density scale height increases, and hence the polarization electric field is
reduced. This will act to reduce the drift velocity and the parallel adiabatic cooling at high
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altitudes. Second, we neglected ion-neutral collisions. which is va lid above about 400
km. The major effect of including H+-neutral collisions is that we would get negative heat

fluxes

(/J+ and ?Iff+) at low altitudes (<< 400 km), where they dominate the other

collisions [see Barakat eta/., 1990]. Finally, if H+ self-collisions become significant at
high altitudes, we expect the results to be modified accordingly. In particular, the nonMaxwellian H+ features will be reduced, the temperature anisotropy will approach unity,
and the heat flux will be reduced. In contrast, self-collisions should have a small effect (if
any) on the density, drift velocity, and total temperature.
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CHAPTER IV

EFFECTS OF ALTITUDE-DEPENDENT WAVE PARTICLE
INTERACTIONS ON THE POLAR WIND PLASMAl

ABSTRACT
The effect of wave-particle interactions on the outflow characteristics of polar wind
plasma was investigated. The theoretical model included gravitational acceleration (g),
polarization electrostatic field (Ep), and divergence of the geomagnetic field. Within the
simulation region (1.7 to 10 Re) the ions were assumed to be collisionless and the
electrons to obey Boltzmann relation. Proflles of altitude-dependent diffusion coefficients

[D .l(O+) and D.l(H+)] were computed from the wave spectral density S observed by the
Plasma Wave Instrument (PWI) on board DE- l . The effect of PWI was introduced via a
Monte Carlo technique, and an interactive approach was used to converge to reach selfconsistent results. The main conclusions of this study were the following. As a result of
perpendicular heating, the temperature anisotropy (TI'/TJ) was reduced and even reversed

(Tn < TJ) at high altitudes. The o+ velocity distribution function developed a conic shape
at high altitudes. The altitudes above which the PWI influences the
than those for the H+ ions. The escape flux of

o+ ions were lower

o+ could be enhanced by more than

order of magnitude while the H+ flux remains constant The

o+ ions are

an

heated more

efficiently than the H+ ions, especially at low altitudes due to the "pressure cooker" effect.
As the ions are heated and move to higher altitudes, the ion's Larmor radius aL may
become comparable to the perpendicular wave length A..1. As the ratio at.A.l becomes 5
I, the heating rate becomes self-limited and the ion distribution displays toroidal

I Coauthored by A. R. Barakat and A. M. Persoon.
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features. This result is consistent with the observation of o+ toroidal distribution at high
altitude ionosphere. Finally, the large variability in the wave spectral den sity S was
studied. This variability was found to change our results only in a quantitative manner,
while our conclusions remained qualitatively unchanged.

1 Introduction
The polar wind is the ambi-polar flow of plasma along "open" field lines originating
in the polar cap region. It is generally accepted that the polar wind plays an important role
in ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling via mass and energy transfer. The ionosphere
plays an important role in supplying the magnetospheric ions, especially o+ (Chappel et.
a/., 1987), which was observed with significant abundance in the magnetosphere. On the

other hand, the magnetosphere provides the "demand" on ionospheric ions (Barakat eta/.,
1987). Therefore, the proper modeling of the polar wind is crucial to understanding the
ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling.
Several models were developed to simulate the behavior of the polar wind plasma,
including hydrodynamic, hydromagnetic, generalized transport, kinetic, and semi-kinetic
models. Detailed review of these models and the "classical" picture of the polar wind
were given by Schunk (1988). A semi-kinetic model was used by Barakat and Schunk
(1983) to show that H+ had a near-to-Maxwellian at low altitudes (-1.7 Re). As the
plasma reached higher altitudes (5 5 Re), it developed large temperature anisotropy (Til >

T .L) and upward heat-flow component. This classical picture of the polar wind was
verified observationally by Persoon eta/. (1983) and Biddle eta/. (1985).
In the last ten years, several nonclassical effects were included in order to study their

effect on the plasma outflow. The escape flux of O+ was found to be enhanced due to the
effect of high electron temperature (Barakat and Schunk, 1983), high ion temperature (Li

eta/. , 1988) , and energetic magnetospheric electrons (Barakat and Schunk, 1984). The
effects of ion-acceleration at high altitudes, and of chemical and collisional H+ - O+
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coupling, on the composi tion of the ion escape flux were investigated by Barakat eta/.
(1987). Recently, a 3-D time-dependent model was developed (Schunk and Sojka, 1989)
that included the effect of horizontal drifts on the coupling between the regions above the
polar cap, auroral oval, and cusp.
The wave-particle interactions (WPI) were not included in the models discussed
above. However, theoretical studies (Barakat and Schunk, 1987; 1989; Chen and
Ashour-Abdulla, 1990) indicated that the nonclassical polar wind could become unstable
to a host of modes. Observations indicated that a significant level of electromagnetic
turbulence occurred above the polar cap (Gurnett eta/., 1984; Gurnett and !nan, 1988).
Ganguli and Palmadesso (1987) and Ganguli et al. (1988) used a phenomenological
approach to include the WPI into the generalized transport equations in a self-consistent
manner. The transcendental problem of the coupling of waves and plasma transport is
global, highly nonlinear, and multi-scale in the spatial and temporal domains. This raised
questions with regard to the validity of the above simple local phenomenological model ,
and makes the solution of the exact problem beyond the available mathematical and
technical capabilities. A possible way to tackle this problem is to include the observed
wave data as an input to the theoretical model.
The effects of WPI on the ion characteristics along auroral field lines were a subject
of many theoretical studies. For instance, Chang eta/. (1986) and Retterer eta/. (1987)
used a Monte Carlo simulation to produce O+ conics. Remarkable agreement was found
between the simulated and observed o+ energy and shape of the distribution function.
Barakat eta/. (1993) developed an approach based on the generalized transport equations.
This approach was shown to be much more efficient, and of comparable accuracy to the
Monte Carlo simulations. These studies assumed that gravity and polarization electrostatic
force are negligible with respect to ion energization. It can be easily shown that thi s is not
necessarily the case, especially above the polar cap.
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Barakat and Barghouthi (1994) studied the effect of WPI on the ion outflow in the
polar wind. They included the effects of WPI and the body force, which were shown to
be of comparable importance. However, this study was parametric in the sense that the
velocity-space diffusion coefficient for H+ and Q+ (D .L(H+) and D .L(O+)) were varied
systematically. Also D.L(O+) and D.L(H+) were assumed to be constant with altitude and
were assigned values independent of each other. It was found that appreciable effect of
WPI occurred for values of i5 .L = [D .L Re/v:h] that were comparable to or greater than
unity, where Re is the earth radius, and Vth is the ion's thermal speed. An Q+ temperature
peak was observed to occur at low altitudes due to the "pressure cooker" effect
In this study, we used the wave spectral density S as observed by the PWI aboard

DE-l to compute more realistic strength of WPI. This produced altitude-dependentS, and
specified D .L(O+) and D .LCH+), and hence enabled us to solve simultaneously for the Q+
and H+ ions. The chapter will be organized as follows. The theoretical model and
simulation details are presented in Sections 2 and 3. The utilized data and the reduction
technique are discussed in Section 4. The effect of WPI on the behavior of Q+ and H+
ions is given in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 are devoted to studying the effect of self
limited energization due to finite ion gyroradius, and of the large uncertainty in the
observed strength of WPI.
2 The Model
This work is an extension to that of Barakat and Schunk (1983) who studied the
plasma outflow in the polar wind. We adopted a model based on their work after
extending it to include the effect of wave-particle interactions (WPI). In this work, ions
move under the effect of body forces (i.e., gravitational and polarization electrostatic) and
the mirror force due to divergence of the geomagnetic field. During their motion, the ions
interact with electromagnetic turbulence.
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The simulation region is a magnetic tube extending from the exobase (at altitude of r0
= 10.870 krn to about 10 Re (earth radii)). We considered the steady flow of the plas ma

composed of electrons, hydrogen ions (H+), and oxygen ions (O+). The geomagnetic
3
field was taken to be proportional to r- where r is the geocentric distance. At the top of

the barosphere (i.e., just below the exobase), the ion distributions are assumed to be
drifting Maxwellian for H+ and nondrifting Maxwellian foro+. In the absence of waveparticle interactions, the ion motion can be described by Liouville theorem. Using that
theorem, conservation of energy, conservation of the first adiabatic invariant (jl) and the
ion distribution function at the boundary, we can calculate the ion velocity distribution at
any point in the simulation region for a given potential energy profile ($(r)). The resulting
relation can be solved simultaneously with the expression for lj>(r) and the quasi-neutrality
condition:
(1)

(2)

where k is Boltzmann's constant, Te is electron temperature, ne and neo are the electron
densities at rand r0 , respectively, G is the universal gravitational constant, Me is the mass
of the earth, and m is the ion mass either H+ oro+.
The effect of the interactions between the ions and the electromagnetic ion cyclotron
waves can be described by the diffusion equation:

(3)

where D.L is the quasi-linear velocity diffusion rate perpendicular to the geomagnetic field
given by (Retterer eta!. 1987);
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(4)

where q and mare the ion charge and mass, respectively, n is the ion gyrofrequency, and

w is the wave frequency,

1£;1 is the measured spectral density of the wave, and T] is the

proportion of the measured spectral density that corresponds to a left-hand-polarized
wave. The determination of

1£;1 is given in Section 4.

3 Monte Carlo Simulation
We will use the Monte-Carlo method to solve the diffusion equation (3) to obtain the
ion velocity distribution and its moments. An ion is injected into the simulation region at
the lower boundary (r 0 ) with a random initial velocity that corresponds to the ion
distribution function immediately below r 0 . The generated ion is assumed to move for a
short interval of time At under the influence of the gravitational force, polarization
electrostatic force, and geomagnetic force . The effect of the wave-particle interaction
during the period L1t is taken into account by perturbing the ion's perpendicular velocity by
a random increment Llv1_ such that:

(5)

The above procedure is repeated until the test ion exits the simulation region at either end
(r = r 0 or= 10 R,), and then another test ion is initiated at r 0 • The test ions are monitored

as they cross a predetermined set of altitudes (r;). At each altitude a suitable grid in the
velocity space is used to register their behavior. Besides the velocities of the test ions, as
they cross one of the monitoring altitudes, can be directly used to compute the moments of
the distribution function at that altitude.
The time step Lit should be infinitesimal (Lit

~

0). However, as Lit decreases, the

computational time increases. In order to select an optimum value of Lit that strikes a
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compromi se between speed and accuracy, the simulation was repeated for successi vely
decreasing values of L1t until the results became insensitive to the specific value of L1t.
The boundary conditions selected are similar to those of Barakat and Schunk (1983).
At the lower boundary (r0 ) we set the H+ drift velocity u(H+) at 11 k:m/s, H+ density
n(H+) at 200 cm-3, and H+ temperature T(H+) at 3000 K. The Q+ lower boundary
conditions are u(O+)

=0, n(O+) = 100 cm-3, and T(O+) = 3000 K.

In practice, an iterative approach was used to find the plasma outflow characteristics.
First, a semi-kinetic model (Barakat and Schunk, 1983) to solve for the case of negligible
WPI as a starting point The resulting electrostatic potential was then used with the Monte
Carlo s.irnulation to find the o+ and H+ ions densities with the WPI included, which were
substituted in equations (1) and (2) in order to compute an improved value of cj>(r). The
iteration process was continued until convergence was reached.

4 Wave Spectral Density
It is a formidable task to include the wave-particle interaction and the plasma
transport in a self-consistent manner. First, the wave spectrum is very sensitive to the
details of the ion velocity distributions of the plasma at the point where the wave is
generated.

Second, the saturation level of the wave depends on the nonlinear

characteristics of the plasma. The wave generated at a given location can propagate to
another one where it interacts with the plasma. That is, the resulting nonlinear and global
problem is beyond our present technical and computational capabilities. Therefore, we
use the observed wave spectral density as an input to our model.
The principal source of measured wave needed for this work is the data collected by
the Plasma Wave Instrument (PWI) on board the Dynamics Explorer 1 (DE-l) spacecraft.
In particular, the low frequency range of the wave

spectrum(~

ion cyclotron frequency)

measured above the high latitude region is the most relevant to our study, since it interacts
with th e ion s more efficiently. The general DE-l microfiche data ba se was scanned in
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order to identify the events of special interest. Four sets of spectral density were chosen
in order to achieve the following objectives: (1) they cover a wide range of altitudes (1 .5

Re to 4.5 Re); (2) they occur at polar cap latitudes; and (3) they sample both polar caps.
An example of one set of data is given in Figure IV. l (top panel). Each set was fit with a
power law JE2J = ywf3. The fitted spectrum is then used to compute the quasi-linear
diffusion rate perpendicular to the geomagnetic field D _1_ at the corresponding altitude.
Fi nally, the computed value of D _1_ was fitted with a power law [ D_1_ = ·{
shown in Figure IV.l (lower panel). The optimum values of y and
y(H+)

= 9.55

X

J02 cm2/s3, o(H+)

= 13.3, y(Q+) = 5.77 X

;e

J]

as

owere found to be

JQ3 cm2js3, and o(Q+)

=

7.95.
5

Outflow Characteristics
The Monte Carlo technique explained above was used to simulate the behavior of H+

and o+ ions outflow under the effect of body forces, geomagnetic field, and wave-particle
interaction. In each simulation J05 test ions were monitored as they travel across the
si mulation region, and H+ and

o+ ions velocity distribution functions as well as their

lower order moments were computed at different geocentric altitudes r . In the rest of this
section the characteristics of H+ and

o+ ions outflow are presented.

The perpendicular

wavelength (A._!_) of the electromagnetic turbulence is considered to be much longer than
the ion Larrnor radius (aL). Under this condition the quasi-linear velocity diffusion rate

D_1_ is given by equation (4).
5.1 H+ Ions

In order to verify our model, we first implemented the simulation for the case of
negligible WPI (D _1_(H+)

=0).

The results of this simulation (left panel of Figure IV.2)

are similar to the results of Barakat and Sch unk (1983) , who did not include the effec t of
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Fig. IV. 1. An example of the observed data and the reduction technique employed to

compute the velocity diffusion coefficient D.l· In the top panel, the spectral densities are
represented by the dots, and their (geometric) means are presented by the x's. The
straight line is the best fit of these means, which is used to computeD.l for the ions. The
straigh t line in the bottom panel is the adopted profile forD .l(O+), which best fits the
values of D .l(O+) for different altitudes (marked by x's).
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Fig. IV. 2. H+ velocity distributions for the case of negligible WPI (left panel) and for

WPI (right panel) at different geocentric altitudes. fi:H+) is represented by equal-value

v

contours in the normalized velocity (v0, J.) plane, where

v = v/[2kT(H+)fm(H+)]I/2.

The contour levels decrease successively by a factor el/2 from the maximum (marked by a
dot).
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WPI. The bottom left panel of Figure TV.2 shows the Maxwellian features of f(H+) at the
exobase.

As altitude increases, f(H+) develops a large tempera ture anisotropy

[Tu(H+)/TJ.(H+) >50], and an asymmetry with an upward tail at 10 R e (top left panel).
The large anisotropy is due to adiabatic cooling, which occurs as the ions drift upward
and, hence, the magnetic field intensity decreases.
The right panel of Figure IV.2 shows the effect of WPI at different altitudes. At the
exobase (1.7 Re)f(H+) is Maxwellian, same as the case of negligible WPI, because

D J.(H+) is very small at low altitude. As altitude increases, D J.CH+) increases, and then
the strength of WPI increases. For example, at 5 Re the anisotropy reduced, while at 10
Re it inverted [TJ.(H+) > Tu(H+)]. This can be explained as follows: as H+ ions drift

upward the WPI heats the ions in the perpendicular direction. This results in increasing

T J.(H+) as shown in Figure IV.3.
The lower-order moments were coupled at different altitudes as mentioned in Section
3. The moments are defined by:
(6)

(7)

_ m;
T- 11 - f(v. -u.) 2 f.d 3v
'
m;k 111
,
,
,

(8)

(9)
In the above equations i denotes the type of the ion (H+ orO+), n;, u;, Tm, and Til.
are the ion density, drift velocity, parallel temperature, and perpendicular temperature,
respectively.
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Fig. IV. 3. Altitude profiles of the lower order H+ moments for the case of negligible
WPI (dotted) and WPI (solid). The moments considered here are density n(H+) (top left),
drift velocity u(H+) (top right), perpendicular temperature T.L(H+) (bottom left), and
parallel temperature Tu(H+) (bottom right).
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Figure IV.3 shows the profiles of H+ density n(H+), drift velocity u(H+), parallel
temperature Tn(H+), and perpendicular temperature T _1_(H+), for two cases with (solid)
and without (dotted) the effect of WPI included. Including the WPI increases the drift
velocity u(H+) (top right panel), which can be explained as follows. The WPI heats the
ions in the perpendicular direction, which increases the upward mirror force and, hence,
accelerates the H+ ions in the upward direction. Since the H+ ions are in the flux-limiting
flow condition, a corresponding decrease in the H+ density n(H+) (top left panel) is
expected in order to compensate for the increase in u(H+) and hence, keep the net escape
flux constant.
The behavior of the perpendicular temperature T_1_(H+) (bottom left panel) is a result
of the competition between the heating due to WPI and the perpendicular adiabatic
cooling. At low altitude, the adiabatic cooling is dominant, and, therefore, T _1_ (H+)
decreases with altitude. However, for high altitude the WPI dominates, resulting in a
rapid increase ofT_1_(H+). In contrast, T _1_(H+) decreases monotonically due to the
perpendicular adiabatic cooling.
The profiles of H+ parallel temperature Tu(H+) are presented in the bottom right
panel of Figure IV.3 for the case with (solid) and without (dotted) WPI effect. As
explained earlier, WPI heats H+ ions in the perpendicular direction, which results in
increasing T _1_(H+) and u(H+). The increase in u(H+) increases the parallel adiabatic
cooling, which decreases Tu(H+). The increase ofT_1_(H+) is eventually transferred into
the parallel direction due to the divergence of the geomagnetic field lines. The balance
between these two effects determines the behavior of Tu(H+).

52 O+ Ions
We calculated the Q+ velocity distribution function at different altitudes as shown in
Figure IV.4 for two cases, namely, with (right) and without (left) the effect of WPI
included. For negligible WPI the results are consistent with those of Barakat and Schunk
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Fig. IV. 5. Altitude profiles of the lower order Q+ moments for the case of negligible

WPI (dotted) and WPI (solid). The moments considered here are density n(O+) (top left),
drift velocity u(O+) (top right), perpendicular temperature T J.(O+) (bottom left), and
parallel temperature Tu(o+) (bottom right).
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(1987). For example, f\O+) is Max welli an at the exobase (1.7 R e). and develops large
temperature anisotropy [Tu(O+) > T J.(O+)] and an asymmetry with an upward tail at high
altitudes. The effect of WPI onf\O+) is demonstrated by the right column of Figure IV.4.
At the exobase (bottom right) the WPI has a negligible effect, and consequently J(O+)
remains Maxwellian. At higher altitudes, the role of WPI becomes more significant in
heating the ions in the perpendicular direction. The resulting perpendicular heating leads
to the formation of "pancake-like" distributions [TJ.(O+) > Tu(O+)], which fold s into Q+conics due to the effect of diverging magnetic fields, as shown in the middle and top right
panels.
The response of o+ behavior to the introduction of WPI is significantly different
from that of the H+ behavior. There are two reasons for that difference. First, the
potential function ci>(H+) for H+ is monotonically decreasing, while ci>(O+) increases up to
a large maximum value and then decreases (Barakat and Schunk, 1983). Second, the o+
velocity diffusion coefficient [D J.(O+)] exceeds that of H+ [D J.(H+)], and, therefore, o+
is expected to be preferentially heated with respect to H+. This is consistent with the
results of Horwitz (1984).
The effect of WPI on o+ moments is shown in Figure IV.S. In the absence of WPI
(dotted), the dominant gravitational force permits only a few particle (in velocity
distribution tail) to reach to high altitudes. This explains the rapid decrease of n(O+) with
altitude. However, this potential barrier acts as a velocity ftlter that results in an increase
in u(O+), which reaches a trans-sonic speed at the peak of the potential, as noted by
Bamkat. and Schunk (1983). In comparison, the o+ energization due to WPI enhances the
drift velocity as shown in the top right panel. The inclusion of WPI has two opposing
effects on Q+ density n(O+). First, it increases the number of o+ ions that can overcome
the potential barrier and reach to higher altitudes. Second, the increase of u(O+) due to
WPI tends to reduce n(O+) especially above the peak of $(0+). The former effect slightl y
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dominates at low altitudes while the latter manifests clear dominance at hi gher altitudes.

This explains the slight increase at low altitudes and the larger increase at high altitudes of
the Q+ density as a result of WPI.
An interesting fact is that the heating due to WPI dominates the perpendicular
adiabatic cooling at all altitudes. As a consequence, the T .L(O+) profile (bottom left)
reverses its behavior from monotonically decreasing (dotted) to monotonically increasing
(solid) where the effect of WPI was included. The heating is enhanced at lower altitudes
due to the "pressure cooker" effect. Briefly, this effect results from the temporary
trapping of the Q+ ions between an upper gravitational and a lower magnetic deflection
point. As the ion repeatedly bounces between these deflection points, it is energized to
significantly higher perpendicular temperature.
The bottom right panel shows the o+ parallel temperature Tn(O+) for the cases with
(solid) and without (dotted) WPI effect. We notice that the WPI results in net reduction of
Tn(O+) at low altitudes due to parallel adiabatic cooling, and net enhancement of Tu(o+) at

high altitudes due to the transfer of energy from the perpendicular to the parallel direction.

6 Finit Larmor Radius Effect
In the previous section, the ion Larmor radius (aL) was assumed to be much less

than the perpendicular wave length (A..L) of electromagnetic turbulence, that is, A.L >> aL.
However, as an ion drift upward along a geomagnetic field line, it heats up due to WPI,
and the geomagnetic field intensity B decreases. The combined effect of these two factors
results in a rapid increase in aL with altitude. At higher altitudes aL may become
comparable to or even more than A.L, and consequently the velocity independent
expression given in Equation (4) becomes inaccurate. In this section, we investigate the
effect of this phenomenon on the shape of the ions distribution functions , and on the
altitude profiles of the lower order moments.
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A more general theory, which considers the ion orbit, was used by Curtis (1985) to
derive an expression forD _1_ which is valid for a wide range of the ratio e = aLfA_i_ . A
close examination of that expression showed that D_1_ is independent of e fore<< 1, while
it tends to decrease as e· 3 fore>> I. Therefore, we adopted a simple model forD _1_ for
any value of e, namely:

1 fore $1
D_~_ =D_~_ Ie=O{ - 3
e fore~ 1

(10)

where D _1_le=Q is given by Equation (4).
Since the data collected by PWI do not include information about A_1_, we considered
a wide range [A_!_= 1, 10, and 100 km] that covers the conditions expected to occur above
the polar cap. Figure IV.6 shows the Q+ velocity distributionf(Q+) at different altitudes
and for different values of A_1_. For the case of (A_!_= 100 km),j(O+) is similar to the case
of (A.l = oo) up to -6 Re (left column). At very high altitude (-10 Re) the distribution
function displays toroidal features. This toroidal shape can be explained if we remember
that D _1_ peaks near v_1_"' 0 and decreases rapidly for large values of v_1_. Therefore, the
ions tend to move out of the region of large diffusion rate (v_1_"' 0) and accumulate in the
region of relatively low D _1_, forming the aforementioned toroidal distributions. The above
mechanism may explain the o+ toroidal distribution observed by Moore eta/. (1985).
As A_1_ decreases, the ratio aLfA.l approaches unity at lower altitudes and
consequently the toroidal shape ofj(O+) appears earlier. In particular, for the case of (A_!_
= 10 km), the weak toroidal features appear at about 6 Re and becomes more pronounced

at 10 Re (middle column). For even smaller values of A_1_ (1 km), the toroidal features
start to appear at about 4 Re. and form completely at about 6 Re (left column). It is
worthwhile to notice that the toroidal shape eventually saturates, that is, the general shape
off(O+) become invariable with altitude.
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A= 100 Km

A= 10 Km

A= 1 Km

Fig. IV. 6. Q+ velocity distribution function at different geocentric distances for
different EMIC-wavelengths (A). The wavelengths considered here are A.= 100 km (left
panel), A.= 10 km (middle panel), and A.= 1 km (right panel). The format is similar to
that of Figure IV. 2.
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The effect of including self-limiting heating on the Q+ low-order velocity moments is
presented in Figure IV.7. Profiles for ion density n(Q+), drift velocity u(Q+), parallel
temperature Tu(O+), and perpendicular temperature T .L(O+) are given for A.L = oo (solid),
A.L

= 100 km (dotted), A.L = 10 km (short dashes), and A.L = 1 km (long dashes).

We

notice that for large values of A.L (100 km) the role of self-limiting heating takes over at
higher altitude (-8 Re)- At that altitude the moments show a tendency towards saturation.
This is consistent with the behavior of J(Q+). As A.L decreases, the ratio aifl..L reaches
unity, and hence the saturation point occurs at lower altitudes.
The top left panel of Figure IV.7 shows the profiles of u(Q+) for different values of
A.L. At low altitudes the ratio aifl.1. is much less than unity, and hence the profJ.Ies of
u(O+) coincide for all values of A.L. For the case of (AJ.. = 100 km), the acceleration rate

and hence u(O+) are reduced above a saturation level of about 8 Re. in comparison to the
case of (A.L =

oo ).

This is an obvious result of the self limiting of energization which

occurs when aifl..L exceeds unity. As AJ.. decreases, the relative reduction of u(O+)
increases and starts at lower saturation points.
Since the ion energy is comparable to, or exceeds the potential barrier at the
saturation point, the Q+ escape flux is insensitive to the conditions at higher altitudes.
Therefore, o+ density n(o+) should increase (top left panel) in order to compensate for the
decrease of u(Q+) noted above. As A.L decreases, the enhancement of n(O+) increases and
occurs at lower altitudes. This is consistent with the behavior of u(O+). The self-limiting
heating is expected to reduce T.J..(Q+) (bottom left) in a direct manner. The reduction of

T.t(O+) results in a corresponding reduction of Tu(O+) due to the decrease of the energy
transfer from the perpendicular to the parallel directions. In general, we notice that Tu(O+)
and T .L(Q+) displays much more variation (several orders of magnitude) with A.L than
n(O+) and u(Q+) do.
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Fig. IV. 7. Altitude profiles of the lower order o+ moment for different electromagnetic

turbulence wavelengths (A.). The wavelengths considered here are A. = 100 km (dotted),

A.= 10 km (dashed), A. = 1 km (long dashed), and A.
considered here are:

~

= (solid). The

Q+ moments

density n(O+) (top left), drift velocity u(O+) (top right) ,

perpendicular temperamre Tj_(Q+) (bottom left), and parallel temperature Tn(O +) (bottom
ri ght).
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To study the effect of finite Lannor radius on H+ ions, we calcul ated f(H+) at
different altitudes and for different values of AJ.. The results are shown in Figure IV.8.
For AJ. = 100 km,j(H+) is identical to the case of infinite wavelength (i.e., right panel of
Figure IV.2). The same is true for the case of (AJ. = 10 km) up to 10 Re. Had we
extended our modeling region, the toroidal features would have appeared at 12 Re (not
shown here). However, at such high altitudes the adopted model of B is not valid, and
consequently our results are valid only in a qualitative sense. For short wavelength (AJ. =
1 km) and high altitude (10 R,) the toroidal features ofj(H+) are well pronounced
The difference between the behavior of()+ and H+ under the influence of finite aL is
due to two reasons. First, the large mass ratio (m

+

= 16mH+) and secondly, the

0

preferential heating of o+ noted earlier. Therefore, the Larmor radius aL foro+ is higher
than that for H+. The self-limiting effect of ion heating is significant for ai.fl.J. >I.
Consequently, the saturation point occurs at higher altitudes for H+ than foro+ .
Figure IV.9 shows the profiles of the lower order moment for H+ ions. Since the
saturation point in the case of H+ occurs at higher altitudes, we extended the simulation
tube to 14 Re. The behavior of H+ ions below the saturation point (i.e., aJ.fl.J. < 1) is the
same for all values of AJ. (i.e., ion self limiting is negligible). Above the saturation point
the H+ moments display trends similar to those of Q+ moments as AJ. decreases. For
example, the drift velocity u(H+) (top right) decreases due to the reduction in the heating
rate and the density n(O+) (top left) increases to keep the net escape flux constant.
Because of the significant reduction in the heating rate above the saturation point, the
perpendicular temperature TJ.(H+) (bor+.om !eft) and consequently the parallel temperature
Tn(H+) (bottom right) decrease as AJ. decrease. In general, the saturation point occurs at
higher altitudes for larger values of AJ., namely, at about 8 Re. 10 Re. and> 14 Re for the
cases of (AJ. = 1 km, 10 km, and~ 100 km), respectively.
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Fig. IV. 8. H+ velocity distribution function at different geocentric distances for

different EMIC-wavclengths /,1_. TI1c fonnat is similar to that of Figure IV.6.
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7 Effect of WPI Level
The observed spectral density show s a great variability (up to three orders of
magnitudes) over a time interval as short as a few minutes as shown in the top panel of
Figure IV.!, for example. In the previous sections we adopted an average profileS . In
order to study the effect of the adopted level of WPI on the results, we repeated the
simulations with two extreme values of S. In particular, we considered the cases of (S =
30 5), which corresponds to a high level of WPI, and of (S = S/30), which corresponds
to a low level of WPI. The obtained results should bracket all physically plausible ones.
The profiles of()+ ions moments (n(O+), u(O+), T _t(O+), and Tu(O+)) for different
levels ofWPI are presented in Figure IV.lO. The profiles corresponding to the average
level S are given by solid lines and denoted by the letter A, while the high and low levels
are given by dotted and dashed lines and denoted by the letters H and L, respectively. TI1e
case of negligible WPI (long dashed) is included for comparison and denoted by "NO".
Expectedly, as WPI increases, the ion heating in the perpendicular direction increases, and
the moments' profile is modified correspondingly. For example, the drift velocity u(O+)
(top right) increases with the level of WPI. This is a result of the increased ion
perpendicular heating, and the corresponding enhancement of the upward mirror force.
An enhancement of about an order of magnitude was found to occur at 10 Re for the cases
of low and high levels of WPI.
As we discussed earlier, the WPI causes two opposing effects on n(O+), namely, an
increasing effect due to the increased number of particles that are able to overcome the
potential barrier, and a decreasing one to compensate for the increase in u(O+) . The
intricate balance between these two effects results in the somewhat complicated behavior
of n(O+) profiles as given in the top left panel.
For negligible WPJ , T .L(Q+) decreases monotomically because of the perpendicular
adi abati c cooling. For a low level of WPJ, T.L(Q+) slightly decreases at low alti tudes due
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Fig. IV. 10. Altitude profiles of the lower order

o+

moments for different spectral

densities. The cases considered here are high level of WPI marked by "H" (dotted), low
level of WPI marked by "L" (dashed), average level of WPI marked by "A" (solid), and
negligible WPI marked by "NO" (long dashed). The o+ moments considered here are the
same as in Figure IV.7.
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to the dominance of perpendicul ar adiabatic cooling, and then starts to increase due to the
perpendicular heating.

For average and high leve ls of WPI , T .L(O+) increases

monotonically, because of the perpendicular heating which is enhanced at low altitudes
due to the "pressure cooker" effect. The o+ parallel temperature Tn(O+) is presented in the
bottom right panel. In the absence of WPI, Tn(O+) decreases monotomically, due to
parallel adiabatic cooling. For a low level of WPI, the mirror force is increased and hence
the parallel adiabatic cooling is enhanced at low altitudes. At higher altitudes, the ion
heating dominates, creating a minimum of Tn(O+) at about 5 Re. As the WPI level
increases, both parallel adiabatic cooling and energy transfer from the perpendicular to
parallel directions are enhanced. This results in further reduction of Tu(O+) at low
altitudes as well as further increase of Tu(O+) at high altitudes. Besides, the minimum of
Tu(O+) occurs at lower altitudes.
Figure IV.ll shows the profiles of H+ moments, namely, n(H+), u(H+), Tu(H+),
and T .L(H+) for different levels of WPI. In general, as the level of WPI increases (from
negligible, to low, to average, to high), the basic physical mechanisms that arise are the
same discussed for o+ ions, that is, parallel adiabatic cooling, perpendicular adiabatic
cooling, perpendicular heating, perpendicular-to-parallel energy transfer, etc. This
explains the somewhat similar response of the two species. However, distinct differences
between the behavior of the two species remain because of the different shapes of their
potential energies

~(H+)

and

~(O+) .

In particular ~(H+) is negative and monotornically

decreasing with altitude while ~(o+) has a positive maximum as explained in Barakat and
Schunk (1983).
Since

~(H+)

is a monotonically decreasing negative function of altitude, the only

influence of WPI on u(H+) is to accelerate the ions at high altitude. As the level of WPI
increases, u(O+) is enhanced (top right) by a factor as high as 8 for a hi gh level of WPI at
altitudes of 10 Re. Since H+ is in a flu x-saturated flow condition , n(H+) systematically
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Fig. IV. 11. Altitude profiles of the lower order H+ moments for different levels of

WPI. The moments considered here are the same as in Figure IV.7. The format is similar
to that of Figure IV.lO.
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dec reases (top left) with the level of WPI to compensate for the increase in u(H+). In
contrast to the Q+, the H+ perpendicular temperature (bottom left) decreases at low
altitudes for all levels of WPI considered. This is due to the absences of the "pressure
cooker" effect which existed for the o+ ions. The bottom right panel shows that for the
case of low level WPI, the enhanced parallel adiabatic cooling reduces Tu(H+) at all
altitudes considered as compared to the case of no WPI. At higher levels of WPI the
parallel adiabatic cooling is enhanced more, but eventually overcome by energization at
high altitudes. This creates a shallow minimum at about 10 Re for the case of (S = S). As
the WPI increases to its high level (S = 30 S), the minimum occurs at lower altitudes of
about 6 Re.

8

Summary
We investigated the effects of WPI on the H+ and Q+ ions outflow in the polar wind

using a Monte Carlo simulation. The data of the PWI aboard DE-l were used in order to
obtain altitude-dependent ion perpendicular diffusion coefficients in the velocity spaceD1.·
In addition to the WPI, we considered the body forces (gravitational and polarization
electrostatic) and the divergence of geomagnetic field lines. It was concluded that:
1. As a result of perpendicular heating, the temperature anisotropy (TufT1.) was

reduced at lower altitudes, and even reversed (T1. > Tu) at higher altitudes.
2. The Q+ velocity distribution.f{Q+) developed conic features at high altitudes due
toWPI.
3. The points above which significant influence ofWPI occurred for Q+ ions were
found to occur at altitudes lower than those of H+ ions.
4. Comparing the results of H+ and 0+, we found that Q+ ions were preferentially
heated.
5. The escape flux of Q+ increased by a factor of 40 due to WPI, while the escape
flux of H+ remained co nstant.
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As the ions were heated at high altitudes, their gyro-radius

aL

increa ses and may

exceed the wavelength in the perpendicular direction Aj_. This resulted in a velocitydependent velocity diffusion coefficient D _!_. The effect of this phenomenon was
investigated by considering a wide range of Aj_ between 1 and 100 km. In general, we
found that:

1. At low altitudes, the ratio arftj_ was much less than unity and, consequently, the
results were independent of Aj_.
2 . Above a certain point (called the saturation point) the ratio at.fl.j_ became
comparable to or exceeded unity and the ion heating became self limiting.
3. Above the saturation point, the ion distribution function displayed a toroidal
feature, because the ions tend to diffuse out of the heating zone in the velocity space.
4. The ion heating rate is dramatically n-.duce.d above the saturation point.
5. As Aj_ decreased, the ratio arftj_ became comparable to unity and, hence, the
saturation point occurred at lower altitudes.
6. The saturation point of o+ occurred at lower altitudes than those for H+. This is
due to both the larger mass and larger energy of o+ as compared to those of H+.
Finally, we considered a range of wave spectrumS as wide as three orders of
magnitudes in order to take into consideration the large variability of the observed
spectrum. We noticed that the main (qualitative) features of the moment's profiles
remained unchanged, in spite of the large (quantitative) variability they displayed.
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CHAPTERV

THE EFFECTS OF WAVE-PARTICLE INTERACTION ON H+ AND o+
OUTFLOW AT HIGH LATITUDE: A COMPARATIVE STUDY
ABSTRACT

A Monte Carlo simulation was used to study the effect of wave-particle interaction

(WPI) on ion outflow at high latitudes (the auroral region and the polar cap). As the ions
drift upward along the geomagnetic field lines, they interact with the electromagnetic
turbulence and consequently get heated in the direction perpendicular to the geomagnetic
field. The mirror force converts some of the gained ion energy in the perpendicular
direction into parallel kinetic energy. These effects combine to form an ion-conic
distribution. Previous studies of WPI in the auroral region neglected the body forces
(i.e., gravitational and polarization electrostatic) and the altitude-dependence of the spectral
density. In contrast, this work included the effect of body forces, and an altitudedependent spectral density. The ion distribution function, the profiles of ion density, drift
velocity, and parallel and perpendicular temperatures were presented for both H+ and o+
ions. These results were compared to the ones corresponding to polar wind conditions.
The main conclusions are as follows: (1) The effect of body forces is more important in
the polar wind case and for the
respectively; (2) the

o+ ions than it is for the auroral region and the H+ ions,

o+ ions are preferentially energized in both regions;

(3) both ions

(H+ and o +) are more energetic in the auroral region at most altitudes; and (4) the results
of the Monte Carlo simulations agree with the "analytical" results of the mean particle
theory.
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Introduction
The coupling between the ionosphere and the magnetosphere is a subject of intense
investigation. A prominent mechanism of this coupling is the flow of plasma along the
"open" geomagnetic field lines at high latitude. The connection provided by these field
lines facilitates the exchange of mass and energy between the ionosphere and the
magnetosphere. Chappell eta/. (1987) showed that the outflow of ions from the high
latitude ionosphere is fully adequate to provide the magnetospheric plasma. In general,
there are three main ionospheric sources for magnetospheric plasma, namely, the polar
cap, the auroral region, and the cusp.
The large area of the polar cap makes it a significant source of ions via the
relatively low energy ion outflow known as the polar wind. Several models were
developed to study the polar wind, including generalized transport, semi-kinetic, fully
kinetic, and Monte Carlo models. As a result of the these studies a "classical" picture of
the polar wind emerged. The ions were found to become supersonic at high altitudes and
develop temperature anisotropy (T11 > T 1) and an upward heat flow vector (e.g., Barakat
and Schunk, 1983). Several studies were devoted to include the nonclassical features of
the polar wind. The escape flux of o+ was found to be greatly enhanced due to elevated
electron temperature, elevated ion temperature, and energetic magnetospheric electrons
(Barakat and Schunk, 1983, 1984; Li et al., 1988).
Theoretical studies (Barakat and Schunk 1987,1989; Chen and Ashour-Abdalla,
1990) indicated that the polar wind could become unstable. Significant levels of
electromagnetic turbulence were observed, for example by the Plasma Wave Instrument
(PWI) aboard the DE-l satellite (Gumett and Inan, 1988). The ion heating due to ion
cyclotron resonances with these turbulence has an important effect on the escape of heavy
ionospheric ions into the magnetosphere.
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Barakat and Barghouthi (1994a. b) used a Monte Carlo approach to study the
effect of wave-particle interactions (WPI) on the H+ and o+ outflow in the polar wind .
However, these studies were parametric, that is, an altitude-independent diffusion
coefficient in the velocity space ( DJ.) was adopted, and was varied over a wide range of
values.

They found that appreciable effects of WPI occurred for values of

DJ.[= DJ. I (v! I r0 )] comparable to or greater than unity, where r0 is the exobase
geocentric distance and v "', is the ion's thermal speed. Conics were found to form for
the ion velocity distributions due to the combined effect of perpendicular heating and
"folding" of the distribution function as the ions drift along the diverging geomagnetic
field lines. An interesting peak in the o+ temperature at low altitudes formed due to the
"pressure cooker" effect.
A realistic altitude-dependent WPI was included by Barghouthi eta/. (1994).
They used the data collected by the PWI to find a power law for DJ.[- (r I r 0 ) 3a] for both
profiles of DJ. foro+ and H+. This made it possible to fmd a consistent solution for the
two ions' densities. They found that the o+ is preferentially heated due to its higher mass
and due to the pressure cooker effect. The escape flux of o+ was greatly enhanced while
that of the H+ remained unchanged. Finally, at high altitudes the ion gyro-radius a"
could become comparable to the wavelength of the electromagnetic turbulence A. J.
perpendicular to Band DJ. was found to decrease rapidly for large values aj A.J. . This
mechanism resulted in a self-limiting heating, and the velocity distribution function
displayed toroidal features.

In the auroral region, the observed levels of turbulence exceed those in the polar
cap by several orders of magnitude. Therefore, it was natural for the studies of the effect
of WPI on auroral field lines to precede those of the polar wind. In a series of papers, a
Monte Carlo simulation was used to investigate the effect of WPI on the ion outflow along
auroral fi eld lines (e.g. , Renerer era/ ., 1987a, b). The model adopted ignored the effect
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of body forces (gravitational, and polarization e lec trostatic) and assumed an altitude
independe nt wave spectral density S. The

o+

ions were shown to form conics in

agreement with observations.
Several other techniques were developed to address similar problems. Ganguli
and Palmadesso (1987) and Ganguli eta/. (1988) used a phenomenological approach to
include the effect of WPI on auroral plasma transpon in a self-consistent manner. Also,
Barakat eta/. (1994) solved the 16-moment transpon equations for the same problem
addressed by Retterer eta/. (1987a) using a Monte Carlo simulation. The 16-moment
method was shown to be comparable in accuracy with the Monte Carlo one, and required
far fewer computer resources.
In this work, we compare the behavior of plasma outflow in the polar wind to its
behavior on auroral field lines. We modified the model of WPI used by Retterer eta/.
(1987a) by including the effects of body forces and adopting an altitude-dependent wave
spectral density S, consistent with observation. The effects of body forces on the results
of the polar wind and on the auroral region are also investigated.
This chapter is organized as follows: A shon description of the model in the
auroral region is provided in Section 2, with a detailed description of the model given by
Barghouthi eta/. (1994). The model is tested in Section 3. We compared the results of the
model for the auroral region conditions similar to those adopted by Retterer eta/. (1987a)
with the Monte Carlo results of Retterer eta/. (1987a), and with the estimates of the mean
panicle theory (Chang eta/., 1986) at 2.0 R,. The effects of the altitude dependent WPI
and the geomagnetic field on the plasma outflow along the auroral field lin.es are discussed
in Section 4. In Section 5 we compared the results of the Monte Carlo simulations for
auroral region conditions and the altitude dependent WPI with the estimates of the mean
panicle theory. The effects of body forces in the auroral region and in the polar wind are
discussed in Section 6. A comparison between the effects of WPI in the auroral region
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and in the polar wind is presented in Section 7. Our conclusions are presented in Section

8.
2 The Model
In this work we studied the steady-state flow of a fully ionized plasma (H+, o+,

and electrons) along the geomagnetic field lines in the high latitude topside ionosphere
(i.e., the auroral region and the polar cap). The polar wind model was explained in detail
by Barghouthi eta/. (1994). For the auroral region conditions we adopted a model similar
to the polar wind model.

Only a brief description of that model is given here. The

simulation region was a geomagnetic tube extending from the exobase at 1.2 R, to I 0 R,.
The geomagnetic field B was taken to be proportional to r - 3 where r is the geocentric
distance. In this study we considered the effects of body forces (i.e., gravitational and
polarization electrostatic) which have not been included in the pioneering work of Retterer

et at. (1987a) and Chang et at. (1986). The potential energy due to the body forces is
given by :

1/J(r) = kT, In(!!...)+ GM,m(_!__!)
neo
To r

(1)

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T,is the electron temperature, n, and n,0 are the
electron densities at r and r0 (i.e., the exobase), respectively, which can be calculated
from the quasi-neutrality condition [ n,

=n(o•) + n(H•) ].

G is the universal gravitational

constant, M, is the mass of the earth, and m is the ion's mass (i.e., H+ or o+).
The wave-particle interaction between the ions and the electromagnetic turbulence
can be described by the diffusion equation

~= V~ :JDLVL~J
where

(2)

DLis the quasi-linear velocity diffusion rate perpendicular to the geomagnetic field

and is given by Retterer eta!. (1987b)
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(3)

where q and m are the ion's charge and mass respectively, Q is the ion's gyrofrequency, and w is the wave frequency .

IE.

2

1

is the measured spectral density of the

electromagnetic turbulence, and 17 is the proportion of the measured spectral density that
corresponds to a left hand polarized wave.
A Monte Carlo simulation was developed in order to study the effects of WPI,
body forces, and diverging geomagnetic field lines on ion outflow in the auroral region.
The ions were injected at the exobase r0 with velocity consistent with the ion distribution
function. The ion motion was followed for a 'small' time interval At as it moved under
the influence of body forces and a diverging geomagnetic field. The influence of WPI
during At was simulated by incrementing the ion's perpendicular velocity by a random
increment L\v~ such that :

(4)

A large number of test ions (lo5-J06) were followed (one at a time) as they moved
until they exited the simulation region. The ion distribution functions, as well as the
altitude profiles of its moments (density, drift velocity, parallel temperature, and
perpendicular temperature), were computed.
It is worthwhile to point out that an iterative approach was used to find the
electrostatic potential in a consistent manner. We started the simulation with body forces
turned off. The resulting H+ and o+ densities were used to find 1/J(r). The iteration
process was continued until convergence was reached.
As mentioned earlier, the models used by Retterer eta!. (1987a) and Chang et al.
( 1986) adopted an altitude-independent spectral density of the electromagnetic turbulence.
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However, Barghouthi et a/. (1994) fo und the observed spectral density of the
electromagnetic turbulence to be altitude-dependent in the polar cap region . Moreover, it
is well accepted that the electromagnetic turbulence is more intense in the auroral region
than in the polar cap. Therefore, the value of DJ. should be higher in the auroral region
than in the polar cap. In Figure V. I, we compared the values of the velocity diffusion
coefficient DJ. in the polar cap (dashed) (Barghouthi eta/., 1994) with those in the
auroral region (dotted) (Retterer eta/., 1987a) and found that DJ. (O+) in the polar cap is
higher than in the auroral region at higher altitudes. This result contradicts the above
principle. This motivated our research to correct the altitude dependence of DJ. for both

H+ and o+, and to study the effects of the altitude-dependence WPI on plasma outflow in
the auroral region. In this study, we assumed the altitude-dependence of the spectral
density in the auroral region to be similar to that in the polar wind (i.e., polar cap). We
calculated the spectral density in the auroral region by using the altitude dependence from
Barghouthi eta/. (1994) and the measured spectral density at 2.0 R, from Retterer et a/.
(1987 a). Accordingly, the perpendicular diffusion coefficients DJ. (O+) and DJ. (H+) are
calculated and the results are :

(5)

(6)

The boundarj conditions selected for the auroral altitude-dependence WPI are similar to
those of Retterer eta/. (1987a) and Ganguli and Palmadesso (1987). At the lower
boundary (1.2 R, ) we set the H+ ion drift velocity at 16 km/sec, the H+ ion den sity at 100
cm-3 , and the H+ ion temperature at the lower boundary at 0.2 eV. At the lower
boundary we set the o+ ion drift ve locity at 0 km/sec, the oxygen ion density at 5000
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Fig. V. 1. Profiles of the perpendicular diffu sion coefficients D.t (0+) (top-panel) and
(bottom-panel) for different studies. The uncorrected profiles (dotted) for the auroral
region are similar to those adopted by Retterer eta/. (1987a). The solid line represents the
D.L profiles corrected as explained in the text. The D.t profile for the polar wind is

represented by the dashed line.
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cm-3, and the o+ ion temperature at 0.2 eV. The electron temperature was kept constant
at 1000 K along the entire length of the flux tube. At the lower boundary, we assume a
flux of ions (H+ oro+) moving into the simulation region. We also assume the velocity
distribution to be a drifting Maxwellian for H+ ions and the up-going half of a nondrifting
Maxwellian foro+ ions. The perpendicular diffusion coefficients are given by equations
(5) and (6). 71 was chosen to be 1/16 consistent with the values adopted by Chang eta/.
(1986). The body forces are turned off in Sections 3, 4, and 5, and turned on in Sections
6 and 7.

3 Model Test
As a check on the model, we ran the Monte Carlo simulation for the same initial
conditions as used by Retterer eta/. (1987a). In particular we have chosen o+ ion
outflow in the auroral region, the injection point to be 1.2 R, , T(O+) = 0.2 eV,

1£0 12

=

1.2xio-6 (V/m)2 Hz at w0 I 2n: = 5.6 Hz, a=l.7 , 71 =1/8. Body forces are neglected.
The oxygen ion-velocity distribution is calculated at 2.0 R, and several velocity moments
are also calculated at 2.0 R, , to compare with the results of Retterer eta/. (1987a) and the
mean particle theory calculations of Chang eta/. (1986).
The o+ ion velocity distribution at 2.0 R, is presented in Figure V.2. f(O+) has
conic features which can be explained as follows: As the o+ ions drift upward along the
geomagnetic field lines, they interact with the electromagnetic turbulences and
consequently get heated in the direction perpendicular to the geomagnetic field. The
mirror force converts some of the ion energy gained in the perpendicular direction into
parallel kinetic energy. These two effects combine to form an ion-conic distribution. The
o+ velocity distribution presented in Figure V.2 is similar to the one presented in the top
panel of Figure 1 in Retterer eta/. (1987a).
Additionally, several o+ velocity moments are calculated and compared with the
Monte Carlo results of Retterer eta/. (1987a) and the estimates of the mean particle theory.
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Fig. V. 2. The o+ velocity distribution function teo•) at geocentric distance of 2R,
on auroral field lines, using physical conditions identical to those of Retterer et at.
ei987a). The distribution function teo•) is represented by equal-value contours in the
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The estimates of the mean particle theory (Chang eta/., 1986) are obtained by using the
following expressions:

W
'" =

w,l.

9m,

2!" [

rDJ.(r)
(3a + 1)(6a + 1)

2/3

(7)

]

(6a + 2)m, [
rD1. (r)
]
2 113
(3a + 1)(6a + 1)
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(8)

(9)

where W, and W J. are the mean parallel and perpendicular energies, W is the total mean
energy, and i denotes the type of the ion (H+ oro+). Our Monte Carlo results are
calculated by using the following expressions:

(10)

(11)

(12)

where u,,T, and T,J. are given by equations (14), (15) and (16), respectively.
11

Table V. 1 gives the mean parallel energy W11 , the perpendicular energy WJ. and
the total energy W and also the ratios of the mean WJ. and W, at 2.0 R, for the above
three studies. Comparing these studies we found that the Monte Carlo calculations of this
study are closer to the estimates of the mean pruticle theory than are the results of Retterer

eta/. (l987a).
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Table V. I. The Monte Carlo results of thi s study are compared to the Monte Carlo
calculation of Retterer eta/. (1987a) and to the estimates of the mean particle theory.

Monte Carlo

Monte Carlo

Mean Particle

(this study)

Retterer et a/.

Theory

(1987a)
W11 (eV)

30.16

28.5

30.8

w.l (eV)

39.69

40.7

40.1

W (eV)

69.84

69.2

70.9

W.l!W,

1.316

1.428

1.302

According to these checks, our model produced the ion-conic distribution in the
auroral region and shows excellent agreement with the mean particle theory at 2.0 R• .

4 Corrected Auroral Ion Outflow
In this section, we report research into the effects of the altitude-dependent WPI

and the divergence of the geomagnetic field lines on o+ and H+ ion outflow in the auroral
region. The effect of body forces was "turned off' in this work, in order to facilitate the
understanding of the different physical mechanisms. These effects are turned on in
Sections 6 and 7.
The ion velocity distributions for H+ and o + at different altitudes are presented in
Figure V.3. At the injection point 1.2 R. the ion velocity distributions are consistent with
the boundary conditions, f(H+) is drifting Maxwellian, and f(O+) is half nondrifting
Maxwellian. However, as altitude increases, the distribution function develops conic
features at 2.5 R. for H+ and at 1.6 R. foro+ The formation of ion-conics is due to
WPI which heats the ions in the perpendicular direction and to the mirror force which
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Fig. V. 3. Ion velocity distribution functions at different geocentric distances (1.2, 1.6
and 2.5 R, ) for H+ (left panel) and o+ (right panel). The fonnat is similar to that of
Figure V.2.
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converts some of the energy gained in the perpendicular direction over to the parallel
direction. At higher altitudes the ion velocity distribution's f(H+) and f(O+) saturate at
2.5 R, and 1.6 R, respectively, due to dominant WPL This behavior is consistent with
the similarity scaling of the velocity distribution discussed by Retterer et al. (1987b).
Also, the saturation of the ion velocity distribution is consistent with the mean particle
theory (Chang eta/., 1986). In that theory, the mean energy ratio W.L /W, asymptotically
approaches a constant value of (6a + 2) I 9 as shown in Figure V.5 (bottom-panel).
More discussions on this theory are found in Section 5.
The lower-order velocity moments of f (H+) and

f

(o+) are computed at different

altitudes. The moments considered here are defined as follows:

J

n, = f ,dv ,

(13)

u, = ..!..J v"J,dv,

(14)

n,

J

m.
T" = -k'
( v, 11
n,

T,.L

J

-

u) 2 f ,dv;

m.
= -'v,.L 2 f,dv,

2n,k

(15)

(16)

In the above equations i denotes the type of the ion (H+ or Q+), n,,u,,T,,,and T,.L

are the ion density, drift velocity, parallel temperature and perpendicular temperature,
respectively.
The altitude profiles of o+ moments (solid lines) and H+ moments (dotted lines)
are given in Figure V.4. The drift velocity (right-top) of the ions (H+ oro+) increases
with altitude. This can be explained as follows: the WPI heats the ions (H+ oro+) in the
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perpendicular direction, which increases the upward mirror force, and, hence, accelerates
the ions in the upward direction. Since the H+ oro+ ions are in the flux-limiting flow
condition, a corresponding decrease in the ion's density (top left panel) is expected in
order to compensate for the increase in the ion's drift velocity and, hence, to keep the net
escape flux constant As the strength of WPI increases with altitude, the ion perpendicular
temperature (bottom-left) increases. The behavior of the ion perpendicular temperature
( TJ. (O+) or TJ. (H+)) is a result of the balance between the WPI heating in the

perpendicular direction and the perpendicular adiabatic cooling. But TJ. (O+) and TJ. (H+)
are increasing monotonically with altitude, i.e., the heating due to WPI dominates the
perpendicular adiabatic cooling.

The profiles for ion parallel temperature ,

T, (O.)and TJ. (W), are presented in the bottom-right panel of Figure V.4. The effects of
WPI on ion parallel temperature are two-fold. First, the increase in the drift velocity of the
ion results in parallel adiabatic cooling which decreases ion parallel temperature. Second,
the increase of ion perpendicular temperature is eventually transferred into the parallel
direction due to the divergence of geomagnetic field lines. The balance between these two
effects determines the behavior of T,(O. )and T J. (W) .
The quantitative differences between the behavior of the o+ and H+ ions are due
to the large mass ratio (m0 , =16m"' ) and the ion velocity diffusion coefficient, where
DJ. (0•) is larger than DJ. (H') . Therefore, o+ is expected to be preferentially heated
with respect to H+. This result is consistent with the results of Horwitz (1984). For
example, TJ. (O+) is higher than TJ. (H+) at all altitudes, u(O') is higher than u(W) at
altitudes above 2.0 R, , and T (0') is higher than T,(H') at altitudes above 1.8 R, .
11

However, at low altitudes the difference between o+ and H+ can be attributed to the initial
conditions where H+ was chosen to be supersonic and o+ trans-sonic.
In this study, the ion Larmor radius aL was assumed to be much less than the
perpendicular wavelength of the elec tromagnetic turbulence A. J..

However, as an ion

12 1

drifts upward along geomagnetic field lines. it heats up due to WPI, and the geomagnetic
field intensity B decreases. The combined effect of these two factors results in a rapid
increase in the ion Larmor radius with altitude. At higher altitudes the ion Larmor radius
may become comparable to or even greater than the wavelength of the electromagnetic
turbulence. Consequently, the velocity independent expression for DJ. given in equation
(3) becomes inaccurate.

Barghouthi et a/. (1994) investigated the effect of this

phenomenon on the shape of the ion distribution function, and on the altitude profiles of
the lower order moment in the polar wind. They found that the ion velocity distribution
displayed toroidal features at high altitudes. An ongoing study adopts a more appropriate
form for the velocity diffusion coefficient DJ., in order to investigate the existence of the
toroidal distributions in the auroral region which have been observed by Moore et a/ .
( 1985).

5 Comparison with the Mean Particle Theory
The mean particle theory (Chang eta/., 1986) estimates the values of the mean
perpendicular and parallel energies as a function of geocentric distance by including the
mean heating rate per ion in a set of equations (7), (8), and (9) which describe the motion
of an ion guiding center in the geomagnetic field. In order to compare the predictions of
this theory to the auroral region simulations, we turned off the body forces, i.e., the
Monte Carlo model includes the effect of altitude dependent WPI, the geomagnetic field,
and the auroral region conditions mentioned in Section 2. The results of our comparison
are presented in Figure V.5. In this figure the left column depicts H+ ions and the right
column, o+ ions. In each column we calculated the mean parallel energy W, (top), mean
perpendicular energy WJ. (middle), and energy ratio WJ. /W, (bottom). Our Monte
Carlo results (solid) are calculated by using equations (11), (12), (13), while the estimates
of the mean particle theory (dotted) are calculated by using equations (7) , (8), and (9).
The comparison in the case of

o+

ions (ri ght column) shows an excellent agreement
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between the two approaches. For example, the Monte Carlo results (solid) cannot be
di stinguished from the estimates of the mean particle theory (dotted) in case of W and
11

WJ. .

The left column compares H+ ion profiles. The agreement between the Monte
Carlo results and the estimates of the mean particle theory is excellent at altitudes above
3 R, . However, the asymptotic approximation in the mean particle formulas easily
accounts for the differences between the results at lower altitudes. For example, as r
approaches zero, the results of mean particle theory Wn and WJ. approach zero as shown
in Figure V.S (top and middle panels). In another way, the mean particle theory is
applicable at altitudes where the achieved energies of the ion are much larger than the
initial energies in the distribution, suggesting that the initial state of the distribution has
been forgotten (Retterer eta/., 1987b).
In the light of this, predictions of the mean particle theory deviated from the Monte

Carlo ones at low altitudes, showing higher levels for H+ than for o+. This deviation is
likely due to assumed initial conditions foro+ being closer to the estimates of the mean
particle theory at the injection altitude. Therefore, o+ ions very quickly gained enough
energy due to WPI and reached the asymptotic regime. However, the initial conditions for
H+ are far removed from the predictions of the mean particle theory at lower altitudes.
Therefore, H+ ions have to drift to a higher altitude to gain enough energy, through WPI,
in order to reach the asymptotic regime.

6 The Effect of Body Forces
One of the objectives of this study is to investigate the effect of body forces
(gravitational and electrostatic polarization) on ion outflow at high latitudes. The majority
of the previous studies of WPI on auroral field lines neglected this effect (e.g. Retterer et
a/. , 1987a, b; Chang eta/., 1986). In contrast, the body forces are included in the Monte
Carlo model in addition to the geomagnetic field and the altitude dependence WPI.
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Equation (I) gives the potential function ¢ due to the body forces. The potential function
¢ co+) increases with altitude up to a large maximum value and then decreases, and it is

always positive. However, ¢ (H+) is monotonically decreasing. This means that ¢
(O+) acts as a potential barrier to o+ ion's outflow, while ¢ (H+) acts to enhance the
outflow of H+ ions. In this section we discussed the effects of body forces on o+ and
H+ ion outflow in the auroral region and in the polar wind.
6.1 Auroral Region

We studied the effects of body forces on H+ ion outflow in the auroral region; the
results are not shown here. We found that the enhancements in the H+ moments were
very minimal. In particular, the H+ ion acceleration due to body forces is much less than
the ion acceleration due to WPI heating, and the temperature enhancement was very
negligible.
In the case of o+ ions, the inclusion of body forces did not enhance the parallel

T,(o•) and perpendicular TJ. (0•) temperatures and the drift velocity u(o•) . However,
it decreased the ion's density n(O•), Figure V.6, very dramatically, where n(O+)
decreased by a factor of 1Q5 at 10 R, . The response of o+ density to the inclusion of
body forces can be explained as follows. The WPI is weak at lower altitudes and it is
dominated by the gravitational force. This gravitational force permits only a few ions (in
velocity distribution tail) to reach to high altitudes, where WPI is strong enough. This
potential barrier acts as a velocity filter. Therefore, the number of o+ ions that can
overcome the potential barrier and escape is much smaller than for the case of neglected
body forces, where all o+ ions escape.
It was assumed that teo·) is the up-going half of a non drifting Maxwellian at the
injection altitude (1.2 R, ). The shape of /(0•) in Figure V.3 (bottom-left panel) is
consistent with this assumption in the case of neglected body forces, because al l injected
o+ ions drifted upward in the simul ati on region. The effect of including body forces on
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the

o+ velocity distribution f(O•) is presented in Figure V.7. At the injection point,

f(O • ) is Maxwellian, because most of the

o+ ions injected into the simulation region

were reflected downward due to the gravitational force. It is worth pointing out that the
lower part of f(O•) at the injection point is larger than the upper part. This is due to the
"pressure cooker" effect Briefly, this effect results from the temporary trapping of the

o+ ions between an upper gravitational and a lower magnetic deflection point. As the ion
repeatedly bounces between these deflection points, it is energized to a higher
perpendicular temperature. Therefore,

o+ ions reflected downward have a higher

temperature than they initially do. At higher altitudes, the WPI takes over and energize the
ions to overcome the potential barrier, i.e., it dominates the body forces. For example,
f(O•) in the middle and top panels of Figure V.7 is very similar to the corresponding
ones in the right column of Figure V.3, in which the body forces were neglected.

6.2 Polar Wind
Barghouthi et al. (1994) studied the effect of WPI on o+ and H+ ion outflow in
the polar wind. In that study they included the effect of body forces. For the sake of
comparison, we turned off the body forces and ran the Monte Carlo model for the polar
wind. Figures V.8a and V.8b present the H+ and o+ moment profiles for two cases;
body forces are included (solid lines) and neglected (dotted lines).
The inclusion of body forces affected the H+ ion outflow in the following ways:
(1) The drift velocity u(W) (top-right) increases because the body forces accelerate the
ions in the upward direction, and these support the heating action of WPI in resulting H+
ion drifting upward. (2) The density n(H+) (top-left) decreases in order to keep the net
escape flux constant (3) The parallel temperature T,(W) (bottom-right) decreases due to
the enhancement of the parallel adiabatic cooling, which itself is a result of increasing the
drift velocity. (4) The perpendicular temperature T ~ (W) (bottom-left) decreases at high
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altitudes ( >5 R, ) because the residence time of interaction between H+ ions and the
elec tromagnetic turbulence decreases due to the enhanced upward acceleration. At lower
altitudes ( < 5R, ) TJ. (H•) did not significantly change because the perpendicular
adiabatic cooling dominates the WPI heating.
Figure V.8b shows the effect of body forces on o+ outflow in the polar wind. As
mentioned earlier, ¢(0•) increases with altitude up to a large maximum value and then
decreases. At lower altitudes(< 3R,) the drift velocity of o+ ions u(O•) (top-right)
decreases (solid lines) when the body forces are included, even though the velocity
changed from trans-sonic to subsonic. This is due to the potential barrier mentioned
earlier; few o+ ions overcome this barrier and reach high altitudes. Therefore, the
majority of o+ ions are reflected downward. This downward motion decreases the drift
velocity u(o•) because u(o•) is the average drift velocity of two populations (up going
and down going). However, in the case of neglected body forces u(O•) is the average
drift velocity of the up-going population since there is no down-going population. But as
o+ ions become energized enough to overcome the potential barrier at about 3 R, , the role
of the body forces becomes tninor and is dominated by WPI heating. The o+ density
n(O•) (top-left) decreases (solid lines) with altitude when the body forces are included.
For example, n(O•) decreased by a factor of 103 at 10 R, . This is also due to the
potential barrier, where the number of o+ that overcomes the barrier is very small
compared to the total number of o+ ions, which reached to high altitudes where body
forces were neglected. The o+ perpendicular temperature TJ. (0•)

(bottom-left) is

monotonically increasing with body forces (solid lines). TJ. (0•) increases at lower
altitudes because of the "pressure cooker" effect discussed earlier, and at higher altitudes
due to WPI heating. However, when the body forces are neglected (dotted lines),
T 1 (0•) decreases at lower altitude due to perpendicular adiabatic cooling, and at 3 R, it

starts to increase due to WPI heatin g. The WPI heating dominates the body force s at
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altitudes above 5 R, , and

T~ (0')

temperature of o + ions T11 (0 ')

behavior is the same in both cases. The parallel

(bottom-right) in the case of body forces included is

higher than the case of neglected body forces at altitudes below 5 R, . This is due to the
energy transfer from perpendicular to parallel direction. As o+ ions overcome the peak of
the potential barrier, their drift velocity increases very slightly because ¢(0')

is

decreasing beyond the peak. This increases the parallel adiabatic cooling. Consequently,
T, (O' ) slightly decreases at higher altitudes when the body forces are included.
We concluded that had we ignored the body forces in the auroral region, we would
have overestimated o+ density n(O'), while u(O'),

T~ (0')

, T,(O' )

and H+

moments would have not been affected. Also, we do not get the correct shape of f(O')
at low altitudes. Had we ignored the body forces in the polar wind, we would have
overestimated n(H') , n(O') and T,(H') at all altitudes,

T~ (H')

and T11 (0' ) at high

altitudes, u(O') at lower altitudes, underestimated u(H') at all altitudes, and T,(O') and
T~ (O')

at lower altitudes.

T~(O')

and u(O' ) at high altitudes, and

T~(H')

at low

altitudes would not have been affected. To sum up, the body forces are more important in
the polar cap than in the auroral region, and they are more important for o+ than for H+.

7 Comparison Between WPI in the Auroral Region
and the Polar Wind
In this section we compare between the effect of WPI in the polar cap and in the

auroral region. The polar wind results were taken from Barghouthi eta/. (1994). The
auroral region results are obtained by running the Monte Carlo simulation for initial
conditions similar to those given in Retterer eta/. (1987a) and Ganguli and Palmadesso
(1987) with body forces and the altitude dependence of the wave spectrum included. The
results of this comparison are given in Figure V.9.
Th e left panel of Figure V.9 represents the results of compari ng H+ ions. Th e
H+dr ift velocity u(H ' ) (top-left) slowly increases in the polar wind (dotted) while it
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quickly increases in the auroral region (solid), especially at higher altitudes. This is due to
the stronger WPI in the auroral region, where the electromagnetic turbulences are more
intense. The behavior of T,(W) (middle-left) is completely different in the two regions.
In the polar wind, T,(H•) decreases due to parallel adiabatic cooling. However, in the
auroral region T11 (H•) decreases at lower altitudes and then increases due to the energy
transferred from the perpendicular direction to the parallel direction. This energy transfer
dominates the parallel adiabatic cooling above 2.2R, . T11 (W) increased in the auroral
region by a factor of 104 while in the polar cap it decreased by a factor of 2 at I 0 R, .
In the polar wind, the perpendicular adiabatic cooling dominates at low altitudes,

causing T.L(H•) to decrease until it reaches a minimum at 5 R, (bottom-left panel).
Above 5 R, the influence of the WPI is dominant, and T.L (H•) increases with altitude.
In the auroral region, the relatively higher WPI effect dominates, and hence T.L (H•)
minimizes at much lower altitudes (<2 R, ).
The right panel of Figure V.9 shows the moments of
(dotted) and in the auroral region (solid). The

o+ ions in

o+ drift velocity uco·)

the polar cap

increases in the

auroral region more than in the polar cap due to the stronger WPI in the former region.
The parallel temperature T,(O•) monotonically increases in the auroral region
(solid) while it decreases and then increases in the polar cap (dotted). The perpendicular
temperature T.L(O•) (bottom-right panel) increases in both regions. In the polar wind
case (dotted) T.L(O•) increases slowly due to the "pressure cooker" effect and then
rapidly due to the increase in the WPI with altitude. As expected, T .L (0•) in the auroral
region exceeds that in the polar wind at all altitudes due to the stronger WPI in the auroral
region.
It is clear that the difference between the moments' profiles for the cases of the
polar cap and the auroral region is mainly due to the strength of WPI. The electromagnetic
turbulence is more intense in the auroral region than in the polar cap. In general, thi s
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makes the auroral region ions have higher parallel temperature, perpendicular temperature,
and more rapid drifts at most altitudes. We also found that the minima in the ion
temperatures were shallower and occurred at lower altitudes for the auroral region case.

8 Conclusion
A Monte Carlo simulation was used to study the effect of altitude-dependent WPI
on o+ and H+ ion outflow in the auroral region and the polar cap. The polar wind results
were obtained by running the Monte Carlo simulation for the polar cap conditions, which
are identical to Barghouthi et al. (1994). The auroral region conditions are similar to those
of Retterer eta/. (1987 a) with the body forces and an altitude dependent spectral density.
We tested the model by comparing the results of the auroral region simulations,
obtained by adopting physical conditions similar to those in Retterer et a/. (1987a), with
the estimates of the mean particle theory (Chang eta/., 1986) and the results of Retterer et

a/. (1987a) at 2.0 R, . We reproduced the results of Retterer eta/. (1987a) (i.e., o+ conic
distribution at 2.0 R, ). The Monte Carlo results for the above case agreed with the
estimates of the mean particle theory.

In this study, we assumed the spectral density of the electromagnetic turbulence to
be altitude dependent in the auroral region. We discussed the effects of altitude-dependent

WPI and neglected body forces on o+ and H+ ion outflow in the auroral region. We
concluded that :
1. The ions formed a conic-distribution; o+-conics occurred at 1.6 R,, while
H+conics at 2.5 R, .
2. As the strength of WPI increases with altitude, the ion (H+ or o+) density
decreases, drift velocity increases, perpendicular temperature increases, and parallel
temperature decreases and then increases.
3. o+ is preferentially heated.
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4. The Monte Carlo calc ulations agree wi th the estimates of the mean particle
theory at all altitudes in the case of o+ ions, and at altitudes above 2.5 R, for H+ ions.
Models that neglected the body forces tend to overestimate or underestimate the
behavior of the ion outflow. We discussed the effect of body forces in the auroral region
as well as in the polar wind. In the auroral region, the inclusion of body forces did not
affect the H+ ion behavior and also it did not affect the T.L (0•) , T,(O•) and u(O•).
However, inclusion of body forces has a major influence on o+ density n(O•) and o+
distribution /(0.). In particular, nco·) decreased very rapidly, and /(0.) changed
from half nondrifting Maxwellian to Maxwellian at low altitudes. Neglecting the body
forces in the polar wind tends to overestimate n(W), n(O•), and T,(W) at all altitudes,
and T.L (W) and T11 (0•) at high altitudes, u(O• ) at lower altitudes, and underestimates
u(W) at all altitudes, T.L (0•) and T,(O•) at lower altitudes, while T.L (0•) and u(O•)

at high altitudes and T .L (H•) at low altitudes would not have been affected.
Finally, we compared the effects of altitude-dependent WPI in the polar wind to
those in the auroral region. Since WPI is stronger in the auroral region than in the polar
cap, this resulted in higher temperatures and larger drift velocities at most altitudes for
both ions H+ and o+. Also the minima of the ion temperatures occur at lower altitudes
for the auroral region case.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
I used a Monte Carlo simulation to study the effects of ion-self (Coulomb)
collisions on the non-Maxwellian ion velocity distribution in the high-latitude F-region.
A similar model was used to study the effects of Coulomb collisions and wave-particle
interactions on the ion outflow at high latitudes.
In Chapter II, the velocity distribution function of the ions in the high-latitude Fregion was studied with a special attention given to the role of ion-self collisions. A
Monte Carlo simulation was used that included the effects of E x B -drift ,
with a uniform background of atomic oxygen, and

o+

o+ collisions

(Coulomb) self-collisions.

Relatively more sophisticated collision models were adopted, and therefore, more realistic
results were obtained. It was found that (1) for low altitudes the effect of ion selfcollisions is negligible; (2) at high altitudes the role of ion self-collisions becomes
important, the toroidal features of the

o+ distribution function becomes less pronounced,

parallel temperature increases, and perpendicular temperature decreases.
In Chapter ill, a Monte Carlo model was developed to study the outflow of H+
ions through an

o+ background in

the polar wind region. The gravitational force, the

polarization electrostatic field, the divergence of the geomagnetic field lines, and the H+-

o+ Coulomb collisions were considered.

The transition layer that exists between the

collision-dominated and the collisionless regions played a significant role in the behavior
of the H+ flow. In the transition region, the shape of H+ distribution changes rapidly
from Maxwellian to "kidney bean." With regard to the moments of fw, the flow
changes from subsonic in the collision-dominated region to supersonic in the collisionless
region with the sonic point occurring in the transition region. The H+ parallel and
perpendicular temperature attain their maxima in the transition region. Both heat fluxes
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for parallel and perpendicular energies change very rapidly from positive maxima to
negative minima in the transition region.
In Chapter IV, the effects of wave-panicle interactions on

o+

and H+ ions

outflow in the polar wind were described using a Monte Carlo simulation. The model
includes an altitude dependent wave spectral density, the body forces, and divergence of
the geomagnetic field lines. It was concluded that (1) the

o+

velocity distribution

develops conic features at high altitudes; (2) the escape flux of o+ increases by a factor
of 40 due to WPI, while the escape flux of H+ remaines constant; (3) the temperature
anisotropy (T,ITJ.) reduced at lower altitudes and reversed (TJ. > T,) at higher altitudes;
and (4) including the effect of finite ion Larmor radius produces toroidal distribution for
both H+ and o+.
In Chapter V, the effect of WPI on the behavior of ionospheric plasma was
studied for conditions representative of the auroral region. The body forces, divergence
of the geomagnetic field lines, and an altitude dependent wave spectral density were taken
into consideration. A comparison between the effect of WPI on H+ and o+ ion outflow
in both the auroral and polar cap showed that (I)

o+ was preferentially energized in both

regions; (2) both ions H+ and o+ were more energetic in the auroral region at most
altitudes; and (3) the body forces were more important in the polar cap than in the auroral
region, and for o+ than H+ ions.
In general, the theoretical predictions given here are supported by several
observations. For instance, the toroidal features of the F-region o+ distributions were
shown [St.-Maurice eta/., 1976] to be detectable by a retarding potential analyzer (RPA).
The European incoherent scattering radar (EISCAT), with its tristatic mode of operation,
was able to measure the

o+

temperature anisotropy. Perraut eta/. [1984] used the

EISCA T data to deduce that o+ velocity distribution in the auroral F-region was
anisotropic, that is, T 1./ T1. Moreover, clear signatures of non-Maxwellian distributions
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were observed in the data from the E1SCAT radar [Winser eta/., 1986; Lockwood eta/.,
1987]. These signatures were similar to those predicted by Raman eta/. [ 1981].
In spite of the consistency of the theoretical and observational conclusions, a one-

to-one quantitative comparison is not currently possible for the following reasons. In
order to produce an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio, the radar output should be integrated
over time and space, which limits our ability to uniquely interpret the measurements.
Similar limitations apply to the interpretation of the RPA data. On the other hand, the
theoretical model is only as reliable as the adopted parameters such as the differential
cross section u. Also, the assumptions included in the model (such as neglecting waveparticle interactions, and assuming homogeneous plasma) introduce more limitations on
the theoretical results.
Arguments similar to the ones mentioned above can be used for the polar wind
studies. Consistent with our theoretical predictions, the observations showed that the
polar wind was supersonic [Persoon eta/., 1983] and included a heat flow component
[Biddle et a/., 1985]. Observations of conic [Retterer et a/., 1987] and toroidal

o+

distributions [Moore eta/., 1985] constituted further confirmation of the theoretical
predictions. The validity of the observations is limited due to the space craft charging (of
about 3 - 5 volts), which makes the instruments blind with regard to ions of lower
energies. The limited spatial, temporal, and energy resolution further hinders the
reliability of the observed data. On the other hand, the model's accuracy is affected by
the lack of data about the electromagnetic turbulence wavelength, and neglecting the effect
of plasma horizontal drift, etc.
The above discussion indicates that the theory and observations are to be
compared in a qualitative sense. Sometimes, both theory and measurements are
combined together in order to extract more information from the data as proposed by
Kikuchi eta/. [ 1989]. Such combined approaches should be used very cauti ously, and
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their results should be interpreted in the light of the limitations of both theory and
observations.
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